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TRANSCRIPT FROM PROFESSIONALISM
CONFERENCE
PANEL 1: STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING THE
ACCOUNTABILITY OF LAWYERS
Strategies for Appellate Courts
THE HONORABLE NORMAN E. VEASEY, CHIEF JUSTICE, SUPREME
COURT OF DELAWARE
It's a pleasure to be here and it's a great conference. I thought the
speeches this morning were an excellent way to set the table for what
we're talking about.
I'd like to talk about basically two things. One is ethics and the
other is professionalism. And of course ethics is what the lawyer must
or must not do, and professionalism is what the lawyer should do and
it's a higher calling. I've been involved. I've had the privilege of
being involved in both of those bookends. As President of the
Conference of Chief Justices, I worked and continue to work on the
Conference of Chief Justices National Action Plan on Professionalism.
More about that later. And as Chair of the Ethics 2000 Commission of
the ABA, I had the privilege of working with a great group of people,
contact with everybody all over the country in developing Ethics
2000, presented to the House of Delegates of the American Bar
Association, and most of it was approved. More about that later.
The whole idea of professionalism, I think, is really an outgrowth
of what we should do as best practices in our ethical treatment. If you
look at the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, while there are
ethics rules and there are disciplinary rules, in the preamble you will
find, and I'll just simply refer you to paragraphs 9, 10, 11, and 12 of
the preamble, that are pages 2 and 3 of the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct. These are the new model rules that came out of
the Ethics 2000 process and the Multijurisdictional Practice
Commission Process, so they are now in effect. But these preamble
statements as well as the scope statement that follows, particularly
paragraphs 19 and 20, I'm just giving you those without reading them
to you, are the background for the lawyer's higher calling, and they
are set up in the context then of the Rules of Professional Conduct that
are the ethics rules.
As we came up with the new set of Model Rules of Professional
Conduct, we concentrated on what I called the six Cs: Competence,
Communication, Conflicts, Confidentiality, Corporate clients, and
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Candor. And I've got an article out there that talks about these in-
depth and talks about the particular areas that are involved, and as we
get into Sarbanes-Oxley and the FCC involvement, we concentrate a
lot on the confidentiality and corporate client aspects of it. Rule 13
and Rule 1.6. More about that later.
Let me turn now to the professionalism dimension and the
Conference of Chief Justices National Action Plan. In 1996, the
Conference of Chief Justices passed a resolution saying that we're
concerned about professionalism. State supreme courts are the most
important players in this area of ethics and professional responsibility.
We admit people to the bar, we write the rules of ethics, we regulate
the lawyers, we enforce the discipline, and we set the tone for ethics
and professionalism. We have to perform a leadership role here
nationally, and the Conference of Chief Justices and the Center for
State Courts, which is its sister organization, are the vehicles to make
sure that this happens.
So we had a conference, and then we came up with a National
Action Plan in 1999 that was approved unanimously by the
Conference of Chief Justices. It has one hundred different
recommendations about how we can improve the system and cuts
across all of those things that state supreme courts do. We had another
conference after that, and now we have an implementation plan. All
of this is available at the national center website and this
implementation plan has several different aspects.
It's a very disciplined process for implementing this National
Action Plan, but among other things, it calls on each state supreme
court to establish a special entity to make sure that these concepts of
the National Action Plan are implemented. That entity goes beyond
what is a notable entity created in many states on the Chief Justices'
Commission on Professionalism. This committee should be designed
just to make sure that we've checked off whether we've done these
hundred things. And the Conference of Chief Justices in this National
Action Plan is asked to set up its own committee to monitor what the
states are doing. I have the honor to chair that committee of the
Conference of Chief Justices. So we're in touch with the chiefjustices
in every state to see that they are following up on that and we're
working with the American Bar Association Center for Professional
Responsibility in tandem to get that done.
So let me just go through what these basic steps are in the
National Action Plan. This is the 1999 National Action Plan. And then
just to kind of give you a summary of what these points are all about,
I said there are a hundred of them, I'm not going to read a hundred of
them, but I'm just going to give you the highlights.
The first category is professionalism, leadership, and
coordination. It requires the appellate court of the highest jurisdiction
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in each state to take a leadership role in evaluating the contemporary
needs of the legal community, and that has to do with things like the
Commission on Professionalism in each state.
The second is improving lawyer competence, and there is a whole
list of things dealing with CLE and other matters. Under that is
helping lawyers with law office management. We see many
disciplinary problems arising out of law office management: lack of
communication, lack of, or bad, record keeping, conflicts, problems
and the like. It's solo practitioners, but it's also many others, that
need that skill.
Assistance with ethics questions, like an ethics hotline. Lawyer
assistance programs with substance abuse problems and other
problems, mental health problems, depression and the like.
Lawyers entering practice for the first time. Transitional
education. The fundamentals and the skills.
Mentoring. Mentoring for lawyers, not lawyers who have ethical
problems or substance abuse problems, but just mentoring lawyers on
how to do it and how not to have problems or what are the
consequences of unethical conduct and the like? Big firms have built-
in mentoring processes, small firms don't. Where does a small firm or
solo practitioner go for mentoring? We, as state supreme courts, have
a responsibility to see that that happens.
On law school education and admission to the bar. We
recommend in this National Action Plan for a law school curriculum
that emphasizes fundamentals of professionalism and basic skills, as
well as law office management.
Bar examinations. Testing fundamental competence, character
and fitness and the like should emphasize these issues.
On effective lawyer regulation. Complaint handling should be in
such a way that the public knows what to complain about, where to
complain, and we should see to it that these complaints are followed
through with our disciplinary council.
We need to have assistance to lawyers on minor problems. Minor
misconduct that doesn't rise to the height of ethical violations.
Diversion programs, education programs, and the like. Send them
back to school for ethics school or for law office management
problems.
On disciplinary sanctions. We have to make sure that they're
strong when they need to be strong and that they're consistent.
Lawyers funds for clients' protection are set up in most
jurisdictions. We need to make sure that they are happening, that
they're meaningful, and that when they provide relief for people who
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Other public protection measures include mentoring financial
record keeping, random audits, requiring lawyers who seek court
appointments to carry malpractice insurance. Maybe we ought to have
a mandatory malpractice insurance for all lawyers, and that's
happening around the country. We in Delaware are in the process of
considering that.
Efficiency of disciplinary systems; public accountability; public
outreach; public education; public participation in the process; public
access to the justice system; public opinion.
Then we go to practice developments and marketing and
advertising. We have, of course, the First Amendment. But we also
have in our professionalism dimension an opportunity to jawbone on
tone and taste as well as primarily not having any misleading
advertising or crass marketing out there that turns people against the
profession.
Lawyer professionalism in court. Certainly we need to make sure
that lawyers are educating their clients about alternate dispute
resolution to keep the matters out of the court that can be resolved
with ADR. We need to establish standards for the neutrals in the ADR.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct that we've just developed
has a whole new section on that, section 2.4.
Boy as you can see, I'm going real fast. But if anybody has any
questions later, I'd be glad to get them.
Abusive and unprofessional litigation tactics. There was mention
this morning of the Delaware Supreme Court decision in Paramount
vs. QVC.' That was a big corporate case, but that was where Joe
Jamail abused the deposition process in an out-of-state deposition, and
the citation for that is 637 Atlantic 2nd. The case begins at 37 but the
addendum on the professionalism begins at page 51. We quote in here
what Joe Jamail did, and we summarize what the effect of that was. It
was not only disruptive and crude, but we would have severely
sanctioned a Delaware lawyer if a Delaware lawyer had done that. It's
unacceptable and this is all in the opinion for you. I won't read it to
you, but that kind of set the tone for where we are in Delaware, all
within some of the changes in our civil procedure on conduct in
depositions and the like.
We conclude this National Action Plan with things like high
profile cases, how to deal with those, what the lawyer can say on the
courthouse steps to the media and so forth.
Interstate cooperation exchange of information about lawyer
sanctions and the like.
1. 637 A.2d 34 (Del. 1994).
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So here you have it. You have the Ethics 2000 which has been
approved by the ABA with a few exceptions, so we have a new set of
Model Rules of Professional Conduct and they are out there now for
state supreme courts to consider. We've taken a survey, and I think
almost every state supreme court has a review process in the works for
the Ethics 2000 review, and we also are monitoring the state supreme
courts on their enforcement and implementation of the National
Action Plan on Professionalism. I can get all that information to you.
I think a lot of it's available on the national center website.
Let me just mention one thing about the ABA Taskforce on
Corporate Governance and how it interrelates to the state supreme
courts, the Ethics 2000, and the House of Delegates' approval of the
Model Rules of Professional Conduct. The ABA Taskforce has some
corporate governance recommendations that I think are consistent with
what's happening in corporate board rooms and consistent with what
the Delaware cases have said boards should be doing. But I'm going
to put that aside.
What it says in the area of Model Rules of Professional Conduct
is that Rule 1.13, dealing with the lawyer going up the chain of
command in the corporation, is debatable about whether that needs
any strengthening. I have an article out there that says that Rule 113
has exactly the right balance for all kinds of organizations from the
unincorporated association all the way up to the largest corporation.
And it is clear under our existing Rule 1.13, that in an Enron-type
situation, or any of these horrible examples that you've heard about,
the lawyer must go up the chain of command in the organization to try
to prevent the fraud from happening or rectify the fraud if it's already
happened.
The other part of the ABA Taskforce recommendation is that the
House of Delegates made a mistake when it rejected Ethics 2000
proposals on disclosure of client confidence to prevent or rectify a
fraud. You may remember that Ethics 2000 proposed that there be
such an opportunity-an option by a lawyer to go out and make a
disclosure when it's reasonably necessary to prevent a massive fraud
using the lawyer's services. In a surprise to me, that was rejected by
the House in 2001. That was pre-Enron.
State supreme courts, I think, will not turn the clock back because
forty-one states already had a rule that permits or requires, in four
states requires, a lawyer to make that disclosure if necessary. So if the
corporate lawyer goes up the chain of command, she ought to be able
to cure the problem within the corporation. So you don't need to go
to Rule 1.6 and get a disclosure rule out there, but it gives a lawyer the
leverage to get that done within the corporation and a noncorporate
setting. I think the lawyer needs that leverage to be able to prevent a
fraud, and Rule 1.6 doesn't do that. I think state supreme courts are
2003]
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going to fix that problem, and I hope the ABA fixes that problem in
the future.
End of my fast forward. Thank you.
Strategies for Trial Judges
THE HONORABLE ERNEST BORUNDA, DEAN, THE NATIONAL JUDICIAL
COLLEGE
Good morning. In the not too distant past, the following occurred
in a court in a state that will remain unnamed. This was a dissolution
trial and it was being heard in front of a jury. It had been a rather
nasty dissolution trial and the mother happened to be on the stand, and
she was being questioned by this attorney, and the question was asked
of her, "Isn't it true that after the initial separation, you allowed your
daughter to get pregnant?" Now, mind you we're talking about a
twelve year old girl. And the mother looked up at the attorney, and
basically through tears said, "Sir, you know that my daughter was
raped." As the attorney walked away and only loud enough for the
reporter and perhaps some of the jurors to hear, the attorney stated as
follows: "Isn't that what they all say."
Now, ladies and gentlemen, let me ask you this question, and you
have one of three or four choices. If you had been the judge in that
particular case, how many of you would have required a side bar?
May I see hands? 1, 2, 3, 4, about 15. How many of you would have
required a chambers conference? 1, 2, 3. How many of you would
have responded in open court to counsel? Another few. Any other
ideas what you might have done folks? Other thoughts? Now the
reason I bring this story up is because in my mind this is the question:
What is it that is lacking in the education of the attorney that would
allow him to ask such a question? And more importantly, what is it in
the education of the judge that allowed him to make absolutely no
response whatsoever?
Why do I know the case? I know the case because in this
unnamed state I was called forward and asked if I would do a
presentation on diversity fairness and gender equity. It was a tough
group. It was a tough group because, unfortunately for me, the judge
who had made that ruling was in my audience. But that is really the
question that I think we have to ask ourselves. What we have to
recognize is, this doesn't happen occasionally. These types of things
happen on a regular basis, and what is the response of the bar? What
is the response of the court?
I suggest to you that the attorneys that come before the court are
very diverse in nature. Much more diverse than they were only thirty
years ago or thirty-five years ago. They come to us with different
6
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points of view and different experiences, and as was mentioned earlier
this morning, some of that diversity comes from the law firm with
which they work.
Every single law firm has its own culture. Now I don't know
whether or not large firms and small firms differ that much because
what really, I think, happens is that I think most young attorneys look
to their senior attorneys and what they see they emulate as a general
rule. After all, this is my first job. I'd like to keep it. I'm thinking of
doing this, that and the other in the future, get married, have children,
and I want to keep this job and I want to make a record for myself. So
I think we have to look at the culture, the local legal culture, and that
involves the law firms whether those be public or private.
The biggest law firm in San Diego where I came from was the
District Attorney's office-275 attorneys. Did they have a culture?
You bet! Did they have an attitude? You bet! That culture and attitude
changed substantially after we got a Public Defender's office because
all of a sudden there was institutional balance. But those are things
that we have to consider as members of the bar and as judges.
What does the bar expect from you as an attorney? What is the
expectation? We heard about Charleston. I found that very interesting,
because I recall some time ago when I was in practice that was the
way we used to do things in San Diego. Then we got into the habit of
having to write the letter, the email, the fax, all three preferably, in
order to cover yourself. What does the public in your community
expect of you as an attorney and as ajudge? Does the local newspaper
give you nothing but negative advertisement? They say it sells more
papers. If that's true, we're probably seeing the negative as opposed
to the positive. And finally, what do the judges expect of you?
Well, having been on the bench for twenty-one years and having
been at the Judicial College for two-and-a-half years, I've heard and
seen a number of experiences and I would like to share these thoughts
with you. When I was a brand new attorney, the emphasis was on
victory. Win, win, win. In fact, now a judge said to us in our Bridging
the Gap Program, think of yourself as a gladiator. You are going into
court and you are going to exchange hard blows with your opponent,
but the key is, they must be clean blows. Now I like the part of the
clean. I'm not so sure I like the part that I'm a gladiator.
I think after 9/11 we don't use that terminology. For instance, in
athletics they don't talk so much about folks going out on the field and
they're warriors and that kind of thing because now we understand
those are different things. That has a different meaning. So I'm not so
sure that we're gladiators anymore. I do think that part of what is
happening in the system is we are recognizing that part of our
responsibilities as attorneys and as judges is to enhance the capacity
9032003]
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of the attorneys to understand their values and to come up with some
creative alternative as to what can we do in this particular case.
What can we do that will make the system work better? One of the
opportunities I've had with the National Judicial College is to work
with the Native American tribes. Now let me share this one quick
thought with you. The Native American Tribe system of justice is a
system in which they seek to restore the wholeness of the community.
The wholeness of the community. Not that people don't get punished,
because they do. Not that there aren't consequences to your action
because there are. But ultimately, are we restoring the wholeness of
the community? And if we do that, consistent with the concept of
ADR, then we've done a better job than if we have just bloodied each
other and come out no further ahead than where we started.
Now my point of view as far as a judge is this. First, I think a
judge is a mentor. I think it is his or her responsibility to inspire a
commitment to the ideals of ethical obligations. I think you do that
every single day that you go into court. I don't think it's inappropriate
for a judge to say to a young or an inexperienced attorney, after the
case is over, "You know counselor, you didn't particularly represent
your client well. You didn't seem to understand the rules of evidence.
You didn't seem to have the facts of your case under control." I don't
think that's an inappropriate thing to do.
You can't do it during the trial because there will be,
appropriately, charges that you have a sense that you should be going
one way or the other. But after the trial, let's remember this. Those
attorneys are representing the public, and I don't believe in the
concept that a civil client is entitled to the attorney that he or she can
afford to pay for. I don't believe that concept at all. I think the concept
is, we are there to do justice to the best of our ability. Now it's never
going to be perfect, but we are still there to do justice to the best of our
ability, and we don't let the same incompetent attorney keep returning
to us, making the same errors over and over again as the public
suffers. I think that is an inappropriate thing for us to do.
I think it's important for us to be examples. There's nothing worse
than the judge who is not prepared. And there are many judges who
are not prepared, and you think in terms of, I got to get my calendar
out. You know what folks? It's justice. It's not the speed of the
calendar. And you can only do one case at a time. You can only do
one case at a time. So if you learn to use your time effectively, if you
yourself are mentored to be a good judge, you can get a lot of business
done.
The other thing is, by demeanor, you have a demeanor that is
calm, that is supportive, that is efficacious in getting the job done.
That's what judges are paid for, is to have that demeanor, not only in
the individual court, but if you are a part of a court system with eight
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or ten judges, you'd better make sure that you have a consistency of
message for the bar association. We deal this way on these subject
matters in every single courtroom. Other judges don't go off on their
own and do things opposed to what the other nine judges do. We have
some consistency that tells us this is the culture of this court: This is
the way we're going to deal with things and this is how we're going
to take care of business.
I think it's important for the judge to provide a broader
perspective. That is, we really are problem solvers. We are looking for
creative alternatives. I think it's also important to encourage pro bono
work. What was earlier said is certainly true. We don't nearly get the
amount of pro bono work we should get from our attorneys. Judges
can say that. "Hey, what do you do for the community? What are you
doing for the community?" I think it's important that we are involved
ourselves in the access to justice. That's what we do and access to
justice means access for those who are economically impoverished,
for those who suffer because of their gender, because of their race,
because of anything that makes them different from the central group
of people that comes into the court system. That's part of our business.
That's part of what we are supposed to be imparting to the young and
new attorneys.
I think it's important for judges to have a strong connection with
the community, with their bar associations, and with their law schools.
Now I don't think that ajudge can be the center of this. I think it is left
to the Center and to other centers around the country having to do with
professionalism. However, I think that we are a partner in this and we
have to stand up and say, "We want to partner with you". We want to
know what it is that you are teaching. We want to know about the new
material from the ABA, from Norm Veasey and how that fits in,
because judges have a commitment to do the work that allows our
profession to move forward and be more effective.
Ultimately, I think it's important for us to educate ourselves. I
have been in education for twenty-something years, and I will say to
you that aside from the Ethics course that you have to take in
California in order for the state to pay your malpractice insurance,
that's as far as we get. That's four hours a year. We need to be talking
more than ethics. We need to be talking about what is the contrast
between ethics and professionalism. We have to build the capacity in
the attorneys, and we have to build the commitment in the attorneys
to go forward and be professionals.
Now ultimately I think the hard part is this, because we are
gentlemen and ladies, we don't want to be involved in enforcement.
That enforcement happens in two basic ways: The informal manner in
which the pressure of the community makes attorneys act in certain
ways, and the formal manner. Sometimes the judges have to be willing
2003]
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to bite the bullet and say, "You know what, you are so far out of line
and you are so consistently out of line, that we are going to take
action," and you need to give notice about that.
I have no difficulty with that because it is not the individual, it is,
in fact, the whole system that is in the eyesight of the public. Now, as
teachers we know that what we do with individual students is
sometimes we challenge them and sometimes we support them. For
instance, if you have a fellow or a lady who has an alcohol problem,
we're probably more inclined to support them.
I have used the last of my twelve minutes, and the last comment
I would like to make to you is, I feel very blessed to have become an
attorney and to have become a judge. I have always looked at this
profession as a service profession. I considered myself when I was a
judge as a servant to the people. That was my responsibility, I serve
them. And I only got to occupy that courtroom for a few years and
then somebody else was going to take over. It was never about the
judge, it was about the system, and what we can do to make sure it's
in better shape tomorrow than it was today. So these are some ideas I
throw out to you, I look forward to this afternoon, because I know
you're going to have a lot of wonderful ideas. I look forward to that
experience, about changing those thoughts, because there are so many,
many things we can do. We can be better, and I'm not sure that we
have to promulgate a whole bunch of new rules in order to do it. I
think we have some basic rules that we can go to and we can do it that
particular way. Thank you very much.
Court-adopted Guidelines for Trial and Pretrial Conduct
GEORGE CHAPMAN, ESQUIRE, THOMPSON AND KNIGHT, CHAIR,
PROFESSIONALISM COMMITTEE, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF TRIAL
LAWYERS
In hearing the comments made earlier today by Dennis Archer
about the number of lawyers in the country, and in hearing Brad
Wendel mention the small town practitioner and the small firm, I
couldn't help but remember a comment made by a lawyer in Texas
who was raised in a rural area. He had observed growing up that
farmers who may have had four or five hundred acres were paid by the
government not to plant a certain number of acres, whether it be
cotton or wheat or what. So after this young fellow observed that
growing up and went to law school, when he came back in his small
town to practice law he wasn't as busy as he would have liked to be.
And in commenting one day about his history of growing up, he said,
"You know, having observed what the government did to farmers,
now that there's too many lawyers I think the government ought to
10
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pay lawyers not to practice law." It might be one of the answers to
some of these professionalism problems.
At the time that Sylvester Stallone agreed to play the character
Rambo, he probably had no idea how many times his name or that
character would be used to describe the lawyer who was uncivil or
unprofessional, or an obstructionist or over-aggressor. But that's
certainly been the tag that's been used to describe that lawyer, at least
for the last fifteen years or so. In talking on this subject today, I'll be
dealing with a little of the history with regard to my experience in the
Dallas Bar Association, in the northern district of Texas, and then
having served for the last three years as Chairman of the
Professionalism Committee of the American College of Trial Lawyers.
I think probably the court order that best depicts the frustration of
judges and lawyers, with regard to Rambo tactics and discovery
disputes, occurred in 1988 or 1989, in an opinion by a federal judge
in Oklahoma. Many of you have probably heard this before. But
here's what the court wrote in a brief order:
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss or in the Alternative
to Continue Trial is denied. If the recitals and the
briefs from both sides are accepted at face value,
neither side has conducted discovery according to
the letter and spirit of the Oklahoma County Bar
Association Lawyer's Creed. This is an aspirational
creed, not subject to enforcement by this Court, but
violative conduct does call for judicial
disapprobation at least. If there is a hell in which
disputatious, uncivil, vituperative lawyers go, let it
be one in which the damned are eternally locked in
discovery disputes with other lawyers of equally
repugnant attributes.2
I hope none of you was an attorney of record in that case. But that
sort of depicts the frustration of lawyers, judges, and practitioners that
led the Dallas Bar Association to establish a committee on
professionalism back in 1987. In fact, I see Al Ellis in the crowd who
was one of the co-chair of our committee that dealt with that particular
problem at that time and drafted what was probably the second code
of conduct for a metropolitan bar association in 1987 in establishing
guidelines of professional courtesy and also establishing a lawyer's
creed. After those were established, lawyers would attempt to use
those in connection with disputes where lawyers were acting
2. Krueger v. Pelican Prod. Corp., No. 87-2385-A (W.D. Okla. Feb. 24, 1989).
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unprofessional. The court's attitude generally was: "Well, I recognize
that's an aspirational goal, but there's not any way I can particularly
enforce it."
That was changed drastically by the Dondi opinion that came out
by the Northern District of Texas in July of 1988. Many of you are
familiar with that opinion, but for those who are not, let me just
mention the citation: Dondi Properties Corp. v. Commerce Savings &
Loan, 121 F.R.D. 284 (N.D. Tex. 1988).
In that opinion, they cited a problem that had been developed, and
as the court in Northern District had observed and they also cited with
approval the Dallas Bar Association Guidelines, both with regards to
the lawyer's creed and the guidelines of professional courtesy, and
they also referred to the American College of Trial Lawyers Code of
Trial Conduct, which had been in existence for some time.
Shortly after that, the Dallas Bar Association was successful in
getting the Dallas civil courts to adopt the Dondi opinion so that when
there were discovery disputes or motions dealing with sanctions, or
matters that dealt with unprofessional conduct by an attorney, there
was some teeth in the rule, because there had been a number ofjudges
in the Northern District who recognized the problem who said we
need to address the problem and who had done something about it.
That Dondi opinion was confined to the Northern District of
Texas for some period of time, but I'll refer in a moment to the extent
to which it's now been expanded in Texas. The Texas Supreme Court
and the Court of Criminal Appeals in November of 1989 established
a Texas Lawyer's Creed which was approved by every judge on each
of those courts, except one. That established great strides in moving
forward and having something that lawyers could refer to in trying to
improve problems with lack of professionalism.
In connection with the passage of the Dondi opinion, one way that
the judges in the Northern District put teeth in that was in connection
with filing an application for admission to practice in the Northern
District, or in connection with the admission pro hac vice. The court
requires lawyers to acknowledge that they have read the Dondi opinon
and agree to abide by the Dondi opinion. That's certainly been a great
improvement.
The American College of Trial Lawyers' projects that we've been
involved in in the last three years are to some extent a follow-up to the
American Bar Association's litigation section that dealt with this
particular problem in the years 1988 and 1989. Barbara Lynn, who is
now a federal judge in Dallas but who chaired the litigation section of
the ABA, was instrumental in the creation and establishment of these
civil discovery standards that deal not only with lawyer-to-lawyer and
lawyer-to-client, but also with lawyer-to-judge.
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I was visiting with Dennis Archer last night and telling him I
don't think there has been enough dissemination of that work product,
because it is absolutely excellent. I would encourage any of you who
have not yet had an opportunity to read that to obtain it from the ABA
litigation section, because it's something that should be shared by
many, and used by many.
In connection with the American College of Trial Lawyers'
projects, when I became Chairman three years ago, I was surprised to
learn that in many states they had no Dondi-type opinion. They did not
have any code, or any type of professionalism creed that lawyers could
use to try to deal with the professionalism problem. So with the Board
of Regents' approval, we began to try to expand the Dondi decision by
working through the state chairs of the American College members.
It was quite easy in Texas to expand that, because although only
the Northern District had adopted the Dondi opinion, we were
fortunate to have members of the college who were federal judges,
both in the Eastern District, John Ward, in the Western District, Royal
Ferguson and Sam Sparks, and in the Southern District, Ewing
Werlein. All of those judges were very anxious to expand the Dondi
opinion. Obviously they were aware of it. But once they could expand
the opinion and have their particular district endorse it as the Northern
District has, it's cut down on motions for sanctions and on discovery
disputes.
We've also had good success from the standpoint of expanding
the Dondi decision in other states. Not all states were ready to put a
stamp of approval on it, because they sort of had their own work
product or their own code or their own creed. But there has been an
expansion of the Dondi decision that's been very, very successful.
After we finished that project we were asked to work on a Code
of Pretrial Conduct. Many of you are familiar with the Code of Trial
Conduct that the American College of Trial Lawyers had approved
back in the late '50s. It was updated, and those of you who've seen the
Code know that Chief Justice Rehnquist gave an endorsement of it and
encouraged lawyers to review it and abide by it.
What we're trying to do now is expand on that Code of Trial
Conduct by the creation, drafting, and approval of a Code of Pretrial
Conduct. Those of you in litigation know that most of the discovery
disputes, the lack of professionalism, the hostility that exists lawyer-
to-lawyer occurs in the pretrial stages, because once you get to the
courthouse the judge can monitor those type disputes and take care of
things. But there's not ajudge in depositions or in pretrial practice that
can monitor the problems that go on. So hopefully this Code of
Pretrial Conduct will be on the Regents' agenda next month at our
meeting in New York. Let me add that Ed Mullins, who is certainly
very much involved in this program, is one of the Regents, so I've
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always visited with him about trying to get the Regents actively to
move forward on the Code of Pretrial Conduct.
What we've tried to do in the Code is be more specific in some of
the areas that there are problems. Some of the areas that perhaps the
adversary process, or the advocacy process, is a little bit too strong.
I'll just kind of throw out some of the examples of what we're dealing
with and trying to correct. In Dallas and in Texas and probably in
other states, it's a fairly common situation where there is a motion
before a court for a lawyer who is a movant to hand copies of an
opinion or several opinions to the judge and they're highlighted. They
pass copies of those opinions to the lawyer on the other side, but
they're not highlighted. Our committee thinks that's really
unprofessional. There's not an ethics rule-there's not a violation
from that standpoint-but what you're doing in effect is trying to
improve your situation with the court by showing exactly what portion
of the opinion is pertinent, yet you're not doing that to the other side.
That's just an example of one of the problems that we've tried to deal
with.
We're also trying to deal with communication with non-party
witnesses who ultimately may be parties to the lawsuit. Where a
lawyer approaches a witness and is not totally candid or forthright
with regard to the nature of the dispute, the nature of the issues, and
tries to get a statement, or even tries to take a deposition, and then six
months later, that witness, who perhaps was a little bit naive, all of a
sudden is a party in a lawsuit and hadn't been properly represented by
counsel prior to that time.
We're also dealing with communications with expert witnesses.
It is probably become too common, certainly in Texas and probably
other states, for lawyers who are working with consultants who later
would become expert witnesses to be too much involved in drafting
the expert's opinion either from the standpoint of doing the original
draft or correcting the draft that the expert initiated.
I think too many lawyers who have been practicing for thirty or
forty years, as I have, probably have grown too much accustomed to
lawyers being too involved in the drafting of the expert's opinion, and
too frequently have encouraged the expert prior to the deposition,
discard all prior drafts, because you now have a final opinion.
Let me call your attention, for those of you who are not aware of
it, to an opinion that came out in the Eastern District of Virginia that
is going to change that if it's adopted nationwide. It's Trigon
Insurance Company v. United States, which is 204 F.R.D. 277 (E.D.
Va. 2001), in which that particular court applied the doctrine of
spoliation and granted sanctions where drafts of an expert's report
were destroyed. You can realize the significance of the presumption
from the spoliation theory and the impact on sanctions by drafts not
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being preserved. If that opinion is extended into other jurisdictions, I
think it will make a substantial change in how lawyers deal with
experts in connection with expert opinions.
In connection with the work of the American College of Trial
Lawyers' Professionalism Committee, we've also been cautious about
not getting in what would we call overkill. Sometimes when lawyers
strive to improve professionalism, they forget a little bit about the
obligation of the lawyer to the client, and the advocacy responsibility
in the adversary proceeding. This problem is perhaps best illustrated
by an opinion in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Hall v. Clifton,
150 F.R.D. 525 (E.D. Pa. 1993).
I was stunned when a member of our Professionalism Committee,
who practices in Philadelphia, called this opinion to my mind, because
it basically says that if during a break in the deposition that lawyer
representing a witness or party confers with the witness, the lawyer
taking the deposition can inquire of the conversation between the
attorney and the witness and the attorney-client privilege is waived.
Also, if during the course of a trial after recess of a day of testimony,
the lawyer and witness or party confer with regard to the nature of
testimony or what's been happening again, that is discoverable. The
lawyer can ask questions about it, and again the attorney-client
privilege is waived. I've talked with a number of federal judges in
Texas with regard to that particular opinion, and without exception
they all think it's wrong.
I was also surprised to find out that there are cases in New York
and some cases in Ohio and perhaps other states that adhere to that
particular waiver concept. I know my time is out. I would just
conclude by saying that in Texas we've actually made great progress
in this area. I love to quote one of the judges who said Rambo is not
dead, but he's on life support.
Strategies for Professionalism Commissions
SALLY WINKLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, GEORGIA CHIEF JUSTICE'S
COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALISM
Thank you, good morning. My role here today is to talk about
what a professionalism commission can do, and as Dennis Archer and
Chief Justice Veasey have pointed out, the National Center for State
Courts and the Conference for Chief Justices have concluded that a
professionalism commission can work in building up the community
of the legal profession. It's what we call in Georgia a coherent legal
culture.
I'm going to talk about what a statewide court-annexed
professionalism commission can do because that's what the Georgia
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model is. The Georgia commission was created by the Supreme Court
of Georgia, by order of the court's thereby weaving it into the very
fabric of the legal community and the State Bar of Georgia. It was
created to "identify, enunciate and encourage adherence to non-
mandatory standards of professional conduct."3 That's a quote from
the order setting up the commission. Now that might sound as though
the founders of the commission were setting themselves up for what
Mark Twain used to say. He said something like to do right is noble,
to teach others to do right is also noble, but a lot less trouble to
yourself. But the commission did not take that tack. Early on the
commission decided that lectures expounding about the responsibility
of doing good, talks about the nostalgic good old days of the legal
profession-strategies like that-were going to lead the commission
into a fast-setting sun. So at the outset the commission decided that its
work would survive only if the rank and file member of the state bar
of Georgia saw its work as relevant and helpful in confronting the
challenges of law practice.
Now the Chief Justices' Commission's strategies were going to
necessarily overlap with what we've talked about with appellate
courts, with bar associations. Blan Teagle of the Florida Center on
Professionalism and I have talked about this. But this is necessarily
going to be the case because our commission is composed of various
constituencies. We have representatives of the appellate courts, the
trial courts, the law schools, the practicing bar, the organized bar, and
the public on our commission. All the stakeholders are at the table and
taking responsibility. It's really the place where all of these
stakeholders in the Georgia legal system can come together on a
regular basis. In fact, it's the only place where they come together on
a regular basis.
Early on, the commission made two decisions about what our
commission would not be. One was it was not going to be an exercise
in image improvement. Georgia history teaches this lesson. I won't
go into it in detail. Maybe I can talk more about it tonight, but in the
original colony of Georgia lawyers were prohibited.
What we had though were courts. The original court in Savannah
was staffed by judges called bailiffs. The problem was that these
bailiffs, as one historian said, excelled in ignorance and in illiteracy.
Therefore, they didn't have much respect amongst the people. So they
decided they needed to improve their images, and they appealed to the
trustees of the colony. They asked that they be given fine robes
trimmed in ermine and gold maces with which to call the court to
order. But of course they were still the same old drunken, illiterate
3. Rule 9-101, Rules and Regulations for the Organization and Government of
the State Bar of Georgia, Mar. 15, 1989.
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bailiffs, and it did nothing to improve their images. Their low
popularity continued. This teaches us a lesson that the only road to
image improvement lies on the path of public service. Rather than
launch a PR campaign, the Georgia commission decided that its
efforts would be within the profession to restore the profession and
thereby, as byproducts, restore public confidence.
We wanted to maintain the traditions of the profession that have
served it well, and we tailored it for service to the public. The second
decision that the commission made early on was that it would not use
a single-issue approach. Civility is an example of this. Someone once
asked Mahatma Gandhi what he thought of Western civilization and
it is reported that he said he thought it would be a good idea. Well, we
think that lawyer civility is a good idea, but that cannot be the whole
thrust of professionalism. If we did make it the whole thrust, we would
overlook other aspects of professionalism that are very important. This
fact explains how the Georgia professionalism movement has spawned
other efforts appointed by the supreme court such as the Equality
Commission, the Commission on Dispute Resolution, and the
Commission on Indigent Defense.
We do have an indigent defense crisis in Georgia right now that
I'm very proud to say that the bar and our Chief Justice are working
on. We know that a true professional opposes bias of any kind,
especially that directed against classifications of persons, and that a
true professional wants to see problems solved at the least cost and
expense and time to the litigants. The awareness of the
professionalism movement has also resulted in increased attention to
other programs of the state bar such as the law practice management
program, the Consumer Assistance Program, the Lawyer Assistance
Program, and the Pro Bono Project. In fact, we recently had a
convocation on access to justice in Georgia in cooperation with the
Pro Bono Program of the state bar.
Chief Justice Veasey, we talk about the four Cs of professionalism
in Georgia. The first of course is competence. It takes, it is said, a lot
of study in the law to know a little. So competence has to be the
bedrock of professionalism. We do talk about character, character in
the sense of integrity, adherence not just to what we call the floor, the
ethics of practice, but the aspirations toward the ceiling.
In that ABA litigation study that we've heard about today, less
than twenty percent of Americans expressed confidence in the legal
profession. The research that backs up that study says that that all
boils down to one word, and that one word is character.
Another C beyond competence and character of course is civility,
but civility in the deep sense of respect for the individual. Justice
Kennedy, also who's been mentioned here today, says civility is the
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mark of an accomplished professional. More than this, civility has
deep roots in respect for the individual.
The fourth C is commitment, and this is a big C, commitment to
the rule of law. Commitment to the role of the lawyer as officer of the
court, and the role of the lawyer as a problem solver. Commitment to
access of justice, commitment to the administration of justice, and to
the improvement of that system.
Now, more than ten years after its creation, the commission in
Georgia has come to serve as a catalyst for systemic change in the
legal profession through educational programming and coordination
of professionalism activities of the organized bar, law firms, law
schools, the judiciary. This is a systemic response, and the goals are
to raise the professional aspirations of Georgia lawyers, and to prevent
unprofessional conduct through education not punishment. The
commission has no authority to sanction lawyers or regulate lawyers;
rather, it is an entity that is assisting the bar's efforts to maintain a
professionalism that can stand against the negative trends of
commercialization and competition.
Now, we have no sticks, only carrots, but the philosophy of the
commission is that rules are far too blunt an instrument to enforce a
desire to act professionally. After all, that is what professionalism is.
It is what is expected of you, it's what you want to do, and not what
you have to do. What greater reward can there be than your own self
respect and the respect of your peers: what greater sanction than loss
of respect?
What we in Georgia are really doing is trying to change the
culture of the profession: To hold on to those values that have served
it well, and to develop those that will take it into the twenty-first
century. As Professor Francisi of Seton Hall Law School says in a
very stirring article, Finding Higher Ground,4 we cannot turn back the
clock, nor can we roll over and make many of our profession's past
traditions applicable to today's economic and marketplace realities.
For instance, we can no longer send bills that just say: "For Services
Rendered." As a matter of fact, my great-aunt was admitted to the
Georgia bar in 1928, fifty years before I was. She did not find a warm
welcome. I found a much warmer welcome when I was admitted fifty
years later. Now we have a complete description of the activities of
the commission in a booklet that has been displayed outside, called
How Can Professionalism Be Institutionalized?
I want to mention two specific strategies that the commission has
come up with. In the interest of time, I'm really going to focus only on
one. The first one is our aspirational statement on professionalism and
4. Paula A. Franzese, To Be the Change: Finding Higher Ground in the Law, 50
ME. L. REv. 10, 16 (1997).
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lawyers' creed. Now this has spawned other efforts of local bar
associations, such as the Atlanta bar.
The Atlanta bar has adopted a very short lawyers' creed which is
displayed on council tables in the courts in Atlanta. The judges have
made creative uses of these by referring to them, using them when
lawyers get out of line, and announcing them at all calendar calls at
the beginning of every hearing or motion or trial. In fact, at all Atlanta
bar functions, this short creed is used sort of like the Kiwanis pledge.
So I do think that creeds and statements like this can give us a rallying
point and a point of reference. They're also useful in professionalism
CLE programs and analyzing how to deal with certain issues. ,
The second strategy I want to talk about is something called the
judicial district professionalism program, as Bradley Wendell
mentioned this morning. This is the community based pressure, the
local peer pressure. Now we don't have a track record because this is
a very new program. But the way it works is, in each judicial district
in Georgia, we have ten of those. We have a local judicial district
professionalism committee made up of members, the Board of
Governors, and members of the state bar, who've already been elected
as representatives of the bar, so they are people of the bar, members
in that area, respect. And what they are empowered to do is a great
deal of freedom actually. They can develop mentoring programs, have
local CLE programs, and they can also have recognition programs.
But they're also authorized by the program which has been
embedded in a Supreme Court rule to receive inquiries about
unprofessional conduct, lawyer-to-lawyer,judge-to-lawyer, lawyer-to-
judge. This is private, voluntary. There's no record made of this, no
names. We do keep records of the number and kinds of issues that are
handled for statistical and CLE purposes. What happens is this is
going back to what used to happen naturally in smaller communities
like Charleston. If, as Judge Borunda pointed out, a lawyer is not
handling a case well, after a case the judge is encouraged and
authorized by this program to call the lawyer into chambers and say,
"You know there were some issues here that could have been handled
better to serve your client." We have had instances where lawyers
have been undergoing personal stresses in their lives, and they have
had issues that have caused them to get off the track of
professionalism. This kind of program can get them back in. The
analogy is that it's something sort of like going for regular dental
checkups and getting cavities filled. It can prevent the big root
canals-the slippery slope that leads you to a real lack of
professionalism. If you want to know more about that, more
description of that is included in the materials. I will be around during
the day if you want to talk about any of our programs, but basically
the commission on professionalism in Georgia is, we believe, serving
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the profession as an entity that can address professionalism issues in
a coordinated and constructive way. Thank you.
PANEL 2: MORE STRATEGIES FOR ENHANCING THE
ACCOUNTABILITY OF LAWYERS
The Public's Perspective
MARTHA EZZARD, ESQUIRE, MEMBER, EDITORIAL BOARD AND
COLUMNIST, ATLANTA JOURNAL CONSTITUTION
When I practiced law, environmental law, on the forty-seventh
floor of a shiny office building behind the double brass doors in
Denver, Colorado for about a dozen years, I represented my clients
zealously. I took my ethics CLE. I did some pro bono. And I worried
about what my clients and my professional colleagues thought about
me. But I didn't think much about what the public thought about my
profession. And I perhaps didn't take as seriously as I should have that
lawyers' creed we've been hearing so much about today which says
that lawyers have an obligation to improve the larger system ofjustice.
I didn't know then what I know now about the judicial system,
having traveled throughout rural Georgia to courtrooms in some of the
poorest areas, where indigent defendants are treated with a lack of
respect by lawyers and judges. I didn't know then what I know now
about the system, having talked to inmates in our crowded urban jails,
who not only didn't see their appointed lawyers within forty-eight
hours, but didn't see them for forty-eight days, or even longer than any
sentence they could have received for misdemeanors should they be
found guilty of those.
So I report to you from the public perspective that though good
things are going on in Georgia to change the system, what the public
sees in our state, and I suspect in a number of states, is two justice
systems. Non-lawyers may not know the difference between ethics
and professionalism, but they know that something is wrong. They see
a system for the very rich, and they see another system for everybody
else.
For example, take the case of Wallace [Fugate], who was
executed by the state of Georgia on August 16th. He had a two day
trial. His lawyer never made a single objection, had never read a
single death penalty case. Although Fugate was accused of killing his
wife and claimed it was an accidental shooting, his lawyer never
brought in any ballistics experts. And even in the sentencing phase,
which lasted twenty-seven minutes-hey, we could do a real estate
closing in that amount of time-he brought in only his mother as a
character witness. Wallace [Fugate], unlike O.J. Simpson, who had a
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nine month trial and a gold-plated legal team, was never able to
recover from the violations of professionalism that were exhibited by
that lawyer and that lack of representation.
He was never able to recover, even though at post-conviction
appeals he had one of the state's finest lawyers representing him,
Steven Bright, who heads the Southern Center for Human Rights and
teaches criminal law at Yale. And so I would submit to you that we
haven't done near enough to change the reality or the perception of
two systems of justice.
The second problem I see as I've traveled in my journalist hat
around Georgia is that the public sees that lawyers for the poor don't
seem to gain the same kind of respect that private attorneys do. And
a lot could be done to change that. You've heard some suggestions
today. To be sure as a profession, serving the poor should be the
higher, not the lesser, kind of performance and obligation. But a case
that I think you have in your packet reveals the opposite. A lawyer I
watched in Dodge County (just happening in there one morning for an
arraignment hearing in the small town of Eastman) violated just about
every ethics rule I had ever learned in law school. He tried to persuade
one of his sixty-seven clients each of whom he met with five minutes
in the hall of the courthouse to plead guilty. The father of that client
told me that young Lateren Green, who'd been swept up in a drug raid
in a mostly black neighborhood and claimed he was just a bystander,
didn't want to plead guilty. When I asked Mark Straughan if he had
investigated the facts of the case, he said he looked at the prosecutor's
record, and I simply didn't understand small town practice, because
he, I quote to you, "knew the culture of that neighborhood."
Straughan was handling seven hundred felony cases. Our Georgia
Supreme Court has suggested, as have other court rules and
guidelines, that a hundred and fifty felony cases is the most anyone
could handle competently. He was handling about seven hundred for
fifty dollars a case. So I wouldn't say it was all Straughan's fault. He's
no longer handling those cases, but he did so for twenty years. When
he was asked to step down, the chiefjudge of that district said he was
one of the finest to have ever served in that particular capacity.
Then there was George Chandler in Savannah, who is now selling
beach umbrellas. For twenty years he was on the panel of lawyers who
were appointed to represent the poor. The reason he's no longer doing
so is that he resigned. He quit the practice of law (although I don't
believe he was ever sanctioned) after one of his clients spent eighteen
months in jail for something she did not do. She lost her job, her
housing-she was quite poor-and her daughter was sent off to foster
care. Even after the real culprit was arrested and put in jail for account
fraud, it was six months before Joyce Neville was released from jail,
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because George Chandler didn't seem to know much about filing a
habeas petition.
So these are some of the things I've seen. Certainly these things
are not necessarily prevalent in all of Georgia's hundred and fifty-nine
counties. But in the sixty-three where indigent defense lawyers are
contracting for a flat rate and are running fast-food justice, where
people are treated, as Justice William Douglas said in Argersinger v.
Hamlin,5 like numbers on the docket and not as individuals.
The public understands at least enough to know that the system
they want to believe in isn't fair. Finally, I give you the example of
one judge in Georgia who actually is quite diligent about seeing that
the poor people who come before him get lawyers. However, the one
moming I watched him, a young black woman appeared before him
who had not talked with a lawyer. He asked her, instead of having her
fill out a form for indigency, how much money she made. Five dollars
and fifty cents at a caf6. Yes, she had two children. No, she couldn't
afford a lawyer. She had no record. She had never been arrested
before. There were forgery charges against for her bad checks. And
so before appointing a lawyer for her, the judge leaned over in the
very historic court house where the judges sit way up high on stately
benches, and said to her, but before I appoint a lawyer for you, how
much did you pay for that gold necklace around your neck? Sixteen
dollars. Well, maybe you should have to sell that necklace before the
taxpayers of Georgia fund you a lawyer.
So that was going on not fifty years ago in Georgia but about ten
months ago, and in a courtroom that I just stumbled on. You know
these are anecdotes. We have no firm data of what is really going on
in terms of some of the poorest people who come in our courtrooms,
who need most of all to believe in the system.
What can the public do? I think not a lot without leadership from
the bar. Not a lot, even though we keep revising ethics codes and
writing grander things about professionalism, unless there's some
enforcement of them. Unless there's some better education. But the
public in Georgia has gotten the hang of trying to participate in
improving the system. Thanks to our Chief Justice, Norman Fletcher,
who has made indigent defense reform and professionalism, which
you've just heard about from Sally, priorities. There's a good deal of
momentum building for reform. And our paper, the Atlanta Journal
Constitution with a series called When Justice is a Crime, has no
intention of not continuing to write until reform legislation lands on
the desk of our lawmakers, we hope in the coming session, to fund the
system adequately, to have uniform standards.
5. 407 U.S. 25 (1972).
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Our bar association to its great credit, and over the objection,
sadly enough, of the State Council of Superior Court Judges, has come
out in favor of a state-wide, fully funded public defender system. Our
judges, who have told us that they want to be responsible for
competency in the courtroom are clearly not meeting that
responsibility-at least in our state. The public can participate in the
work of the commission on indigent defense, and has come to testify.
The public can lobby legislators to fund the system properly. In
Georgia the state has abdicated that responsibility.
I think more could be done by court rule. We have rules that say
you cannot represent anyone in death penalty case-the Wallace
Fugate case would not happen again in Georgia thanks to our Supreme
Court rules-unless you have had proper experience and education:
handled felony cases, been a second chair in a death penalty case. So
we are making improvements. But if we're to regain public
confidence, we have to amass more of that social capital from the
profession, and the public has to see that.
I would just end by telling you that I always remember one of my
mentors and heroes in Colorado was Federal District Judge Richard
Matsch, who was the judge in the Oklahoma City bombing trial. He
gave a speech when I first started practice that I'll never forget. The
title of it was, "Is there an Atticus in the house?"6 And of course he
was speaking to lawyers, like myself. I was an environmental lawyer
who spent very little time in court. Those of us who were pushing
papers around and trying to do a good job of it needed to participate,
to take part in improving the system. He said, Atticus Finch (the
lawyer in the novel, "To Kill a Mockingbird") was the dean of good
citizens, and everybody in Macomb believed in him. I think
everybody wants to believe in our justice system. But unfortunately,
in Georgia at least, I think a lot of people are still asking, "Is there an
Atticus in the house?" Thank you very much.
Strategies for Bar Associations
BLAN TEAGLE, DIRECTOR, FLORIDA BAR CENTER FOR
PROFESSIONALISM
I'll just start on enhancing accountability of lawyers, strategies for
bar associations, and I want to say up front that I think we in Florida
owe a debt of gratitude to our predecessors in Georgia. The Center for
Professionalism in Florida is only six-years-old and I've been there
only a year-and-a-half. Not surprisingly we have lots of things in
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common, with our predecessors in Georgia. One way in which we
differ is in how we're funded, but I doubt I'll get much time to talk
about that today; I can talk to any of you about it if you would be
interested later.
I have five main points for today. These are my five suggestions
for bar associations. One-be careful how you define professionalism
and we've already heard a little bit about that today. Two-have a
vision and mission that are related to that definition. Those can keep
you grounded, I think. Three-focus on enhancing moral decision-
making using a process approach with community building in mind.
I hope I'll be able to spend a few minutes on moral decision-making
and community building, because I think those are the two most
important things I have to talk about within that one point. Four-is
to have a long-range and strategic plan with a critical few priorities for
each fiscal year. I'm not even going to talk about that one, but you
have it in the outline. Five-is consider funding and location of your
center, your commission, your office and staff carefully if you are
inclined to follow the Conference of Chief Justices' recommendation
and create such an entity that can be court-based, law school-based,
state bar-based, etc. I'll also be happy to dialogue with anybody
individually later about the relative pros and cons of each model and
understanding your own institutional and legal culture.
First point, be careful how you define professionalism and this
follows up somewhat on Deborah Rhode's remarks, I think. We've
tried to be very careful in Florida not to define it as manners, not to
limit it to civility. We see manners and civility as components, but not
the total definition. We have a concern that if you define it exclusively
as civility or as manners, you really aren't dealing with what I call the
"velvet hammers." They may be cloaked in a lovely ermine or a
purple velvet, but they can still be wielded to do a lot of damage to the
legal system and to the stakeholders. So we try not to limit the
definition to manners or common courtesy, recognizing that those are
important pieces, but not the whole.
What about defining it as ethics? Certainly there is some overlap,
but if professionalism is synonymous with ethics, then
professionalism, we think in Florida, runs the risk of being viewed as
nothing more than black letter compliance with cut and dry rules.
We've heard a few people make reference today to the floor versus the
ceiling. We want to pick ourselves up off the floor. Professionalism
isn't fixed categories of behavior, subject to regulations. Then you
can get into a debate about how you would draw the Venn diagram.
Is ethics a subset of professionalism? Do they overlap somewhere? I
didn't do that diagram, because I've tried it before and that diagram
won't draw. We recognize that there is overlap and yet, for
conceptual clarity, we try to keep our professionalism mission distinct.
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Well, can we define it as everything we do? Certainly
professionalism ought to permeate everything we do, but if we define
it as everything we do, then we run the risk of losing focus.
One of the things I've encountered from time to time is that when
you go to do a professionalism seminar, all the audience wants you to
talk about are discovery violations or trust accounting and we try to
keep ourselves distinct from that. So, professionalism definitions are
quite different from state to state, but related; we happen to have three
Cs in Florida: character; competence; and commitment.
I don't know if we're concise or if we didn't think carefully
enough about it, but you've heard the six Cs, the four Cs, I'll give you
the three Cs. I recommend all of the Cs.
Now, because I digitally juiced these Power Point slides, it's very
hard to read number ten, but number ten essentially says, (and it's an
"I" statement; I claim it as my statement, not necessarily as the bar's
statement) "professionalism is best defined as a process approach to
moral decision-making." That's my definition and that may be
because I have a long background in education and training and my
definitions tend to be focused on what am I trying to do with learners.
So for me the most important piece is this process approach to
moral decision-making when black letter law takes you only so far and
then you have to rely on some other moral or ethical compass. Have
a vision and a mission is my suggestion number two for bar
associations. I just throw out our vision and our mission to you. They
are slides eleven and twelve. Also on that third page, I don't claim that
those are the be-all and end-all and the definitions that you should
imitate or emulate, but maybe they will be a starting point for you if
you are in a state or a county or a district that has not had an
opportunity to do a visioning or mission process. I want to get right to
point three. My third point is the suggestion to focus on enhancing
moral decision-making.
We usually think of law and morality as separate concepts. Law
-the formal set of publicly enforceable rules. Morality-personal
rules that guide individual conduct. When we go into the domain of
morality in a professionalism movement, we run the risk of being
controversial, but I think that's okay. Hartwell and Brownell, whom
I cite in microscopic'print on slide thirteen, say that law and morality
are more closely related than we sometimes think. Most laws have a
moral basis in that they are consistent with what most people
individually believe to be moral. Individual decision to follow the law
is always a moral decision. And at some point we can talk about group
morality versus individual morality and the overlap, but probably not
today.
One of the things that Brownell and Hartwell tell us to do is
remember that there's a lot of moral diversity in the world, and so
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that's a good reminder as we start on this conversation about moral
decision-making among our community of practice, if in fact we even
are a community of practice. Also, echoing Lawrence Kohlberg,
Hartwell and Brownell talk about the distinction between legal
morality (which is a pretty high level of morality holding that one has
a moral obligation to follow any fairly reached rule) and principled
morality.
In Florida we suggested that's what we're moving for-principled
morality, concern and respect for each individual and for the
community. We want lawyers to follow a self-chosen ethical path,
self-chosen ethical principles, but self-chosen after careful
consideration in community with other people who practice the same
profession that we do and with allied professionals, outside of our
narrow discipline. And finally, we think principled morality means
treating like-situated people equally, but that also means that it's not
always treating everybody the same. It's taking into account their
particular situations.
My slide at the bottom of this page, "moral decision-making," is
probably the most important one to me in terms of the professionalism
education and training that I do. What I've tried to do there, you'll see
in the right column, "derived from," that's pretty much every moral
theorist that I've tried to read, and they would probably all be
chagrined to know that on one Power Point slide, I've boiled moral
decision down to a five-step process. Please don't blame them for my
summary. I once summarized all of Erik Erikson's work in three bullet
points on one slide, so I'm shameless about that kind of thing.
One-gather information and weigh the alternatives. That means
inquire about your issue. Consider the alternatives. Is it either or is
there a compromise position? Number two-dialogue with others. I
think dialogue is one of the most important things that the
professionalism movement is about. Entertain other perspectives. Get
perspectives from other lawyers and get perspectives from other fields.
Number three-also critically important and related to dialoging with
others, engage in reasoned reflection. That means take your moral
norms and relate those moral norms to the many facets of human
experience. Norms, I think, are, at best approximate formulations of
how humans should act- approximations. That's why it is so good to
have dialogue in a community of practice. Number four-arrive at a
decision. The moral life, I think, is one of ambiguity. And we are
looking for the best possible decision we can make, not necessarily the
infallibly correct decision. In the professionalism training, in the
professionalism symposia, in the conclaves, etc., that we sponsor, we
try to focus on giving people an opportunity in community to talk
about those kinds of decisions and make wise choices based on
dialogue with others whom they respect. Five-implement. You have
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to implement your decisions. Do so consistently with the principles
that have informed you and with consistency with the dialogue that
you've had with others. I urge you to look at and consider or talk
about professional community and what are the characteristics of a
professional community and whether we are still a professional
community and, if not, can we be again. Thank you.
Strategies for Law Firms
ROBERT J. GREY, JR., ESQUIRE, HUNTON & WILLIAMS; CHAIR, ABA
COMMITTEE ON THE FuTURE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION AND
FORMER CHAIR, ABA HOUSE OF DELEGATES
I've been asked to talk about accountability from the law firm
standpoint. I think that we can go through a litany of what to do and
what not to do, but I want to try to take a little different approach. I
want to mention some of those, obviously, but I want us to think about
the law firm as an environment. I want us to think about the law firm
as offering professional services as we look at it in the context of an
ethical environment.
We have heightened public scrutiny of our public institutions and
our private institutions as they work together. And in the wake of
Enron and Anderson, we've had one profession ask itself-are we all-
purpose consultants or are we auditors of the public accounts? And as
we, the professions, start this introspective examination because of
this heightened scrutiny, we're going to be faced with a number of
challenges as well. For example, ancillary business practices. Are we
the all-purpose consultants versus the counselors, who at one time
were willing to say no? With the opportunity for IPOs to perhaps find
resurgence and hopefully a better economy going forward, how are we
going to look at the issue of these equity in lieu of fee arrangements?
I think the way we look at these things will be indicative of how we
handle the details of our day-to-day tasks and the activities that make
up the ethical environment of our law firms.
One aspect of our environment in a professional organization is
governed by the way which we communicate with each other. The
effectiveness of that communication and the active engagement that
we have with that communication. While speed is important, content
is as well. The balance allows us to be informed in a timely manner.
At the same time, we have this responsibility, this ethical
responsibility to do what? To do the right thing. Not only for our
clients, but for the public.
Legal ethics is a commitment to lawyering as a professional
service. Ethics involves the orientation of the law firm. If we are going
to be ethical, then we have to be fully professional and being
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professional means being of service. Legal ethics involves the daily
habits and the attitude of a law firm and consequently define, its
culture.
So what is the culture of a law firm? I submit to you that we have
to look at this in several ways. One-how we handle the issue of
ethics in-house and I'll speak to that in a minute. The other is our
attitude that the firm has toward those who it employs including
lawyers. Finally, I think it is important that we inspect and always
respect the attitude that we have to our clients that form the bedrock
of our practices. Are they books of business or are they people and
organizations in need of counseling and representation?
The view that we take defines the culture of our law firm. In-
house ethics, and in-house counsel for legal ethics are important to
firm culture. We define how important that is with the amount of time
we spend communicating that to the lawyers in the law firm, and we
have to be multifaceted in our ability to deliver that message. We, of
course, must provide individual counsel. Lawyer upon lawyer,
question with answer, on specific issues. We must also take advantage
of technology and be able to provide periodic e-mails of judicial
decisions that have come down and new legal ethics opinions. The
issue of standardized forms has always been with us as a law firm, but
with the fact that law firms are growing with offices in not only many
states, but now many countries, that has to be of critical importance to
us, because not only are we in a position where we provide forms with
regard to conflict waiver and new attorneys joining the firm, but these
forms have to be able to be customized based on the rules that are
prevalent in the particular jurisdictions in which we find our offices.
We now have, through technology, intranet opportunities to
communicate with our lawyers and that's 24-7-365, because we may
be asleep when our colleagues in Hong Kong are working, and they
must have access to what we have access to during business hours and
be able to respond at a moment's notice to a client's demand.
Quarterly newsletters to clients about the changes in the profession are
important as well. And I say quarterly newsletters, it can be e-mail as
well, but we have to inform clients about what is happening in terms
of the changes in the profession with regard to client confidences, with
regard to conflict and privilege issues.
Last of all, we must engage in in-house training programs. Now
we know how to work with the state bars to provide these programs
with CLE credit. It's a service to the firm's lawyers and others in the
legal community who don't have the resources that larger firms have.
Reaching out to make sure that the entire legal community has access
to quality ethical professionalism education is critical to maintain the
high standard of a professional service organization.
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In my last law firm, we tried something different. I suggested to
the executive committee of the law firm that in regard to this cultural
issue-communications and respect of employees in the firm- we
elect an ombudsman in the firm for employees. That employees have
an opportunity to go to someone who is elected-a partner in the
firm-elected by them, who they have confidence in and who they can
ask questions of regarding firm policy, like issues on harassment, and
be the traffic cop, to provide stability and inform management
regarding their issues.
I don't want to supplant human resources. I don't want to
supplant ethics counsel. But I do think that there are times when
personality conflicts and the like present themselves and someone who
has been elected with the confidence of all employees of the firm can
stand in a position to offer advice and provide guidance in a way that
those appointed and anointed cannot.
Public service is critical to how law firms are integral parts of our
community, and I am very happy to tell you that my new law firm is
a leader in that regard. We have perhaps one of the most active pro
bono practices in the commonwealth. We have established a
neighborhood office in one of the highest, most densely populated,
low-income areas in our city-purely to provide legal services to that
community. The firm also has and publishes (I've got copies of two
publications out there on the table for you, just so that you can look at
them) but they publish a booklet for the public good on a quarterly
basis, to talk about the pro bono activities in the various offices around
the country and the world that the firm has.
What does this tell you? It tells you about the firm's culture. It
tells you about the importance that the firm places on this activity and
again, like legal ethics, our service to the public needs to be flagged
for all of our employees and all attorneys to know the level of
importance with which we consider this issue.
The other is the issue of diversity. This is a multicultural
environment that we're in. It is not going to get less, it's going to get
more. And we're going to be challenged by this as we go forward,
particularly in a democracy where everybody wants to have a say in
what goes on. The way diversity is incorporated in a law firm speaks
to its ethical and professional leadership. To do it effectively, the firm
must lend the support necessary and lead by example.
Hunton and Williams has just published an introduction to the
minority lawyers in the firm. It's a very fine publication and it gives
a description of all the partners throughout the United States and
throughout the world that are part of the law firm. That introduction
tells other lawyers within the firm the importance to which this firm
regards diversity and how it's going to go about making sure that
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everyone understands this is part of not only our culture, but also the
way we're going to deliver services in the future to our clients.
I'm going to wrap up this way-that we have some awfully
difficult and wonderful opportunities ahead of us, because the
profession is going to be challenged in some other ways. We have a
rise in pro se litigants in this country. That's not going to go down
either and our ability to deal with that effectively through the
unbundling of legal services-providing opportunities for non-lawyers
to assist lawyers in the delivery of legal services on a coherent and
organized basis-is going to benefit us, why?
Because we're going to end up helping the public. We are public
service organizations, and we've got to stand up and be counted in that
regard. Dispute resolution is another way we're going to be able to
deliver legal services in a manner that's affordable and that provides
results, that allows for people not to want to beat each other up when
they leave, but rather to shake hands and continue their relationship.
I thank you.
Ideas from the Malpractice Insurance Industry
MARGARET HEPPER, VICE PRESIDENT, LAWYERS DIVISION OF AON
CORPORATION
First of all, I'm going to take thirty seconds or ten seconds to say
that I am just very pleased to be here, and the people with whom I've
spoken last night and today are just very impressive. You know, I
think it maybe reduces my cynicism a bit about lawyers out there.
Before I tell you why I'm even qualified or remotely qualified to
stand up here, I want to share the experience I had two weeks ago at
the ABA Standing Committee for Professional Liability. We had a
mock trial of a legal malpractice claim, and I was the defense expert.
The case involved: a) whether there was even an attomey-client
relationship; b) whether there was a conflict of interest; and c) the
causation issue was very, very tenuous. Basically, it was a very strong
case for the defense. We had a real judge, we had real lawyers trying
the case, plaintiffs, people very experienced in malpractice defense,
and we had a jury that was selected. It was a volunteer jury, so there
was sort of an artificial component in that respect, but we tried the
case over a day-and-a-half and, at the end, we watched the jury
deliberate. I don't know how many of you have ever watched a jury
deliberate. It was the first time I had actually watched. I've tried cases
in the past, but I certainly wasn't in there watching them deliberate.
I have to tell you, it was a revelatory and shocking experience for me
and for most of the attorneys, the four hundred attorneys and insurance
people that were represented in that room.
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The jury was very anxious to find that attomey-client relationship.
They were very anxious to find that conflict of interest and beyond
that, they were very anxious to award $4.5 million in damages where,
had they actually looked at the evidence of causation, there shouldn't
have been any damages arguable rewarded at all.
The vitriolic sort of comments from the jury made it quite
apparent that these people really loathed lawyers. And for any
attorney that is sued for malpractice and wants to have his or her day
in court, this is a videotape that they will have to watch, because the
reality of it is the public, less than twenty percent I think, has faith in
the legal community. I can tell you, I wonder if it's even that much.
I'm here representing the insurance industry, so I'm both an attorney
and a member of the insurance industry. I don't know where that puts
me in the, you know, in terms of the popularity category, but you
should see people on planes when I sit next to them, which I do a lot.
I don't even say what I do anymore. I make it up.
Basically I'm here to follow all these people to boil it down to the
realities of diminishing professionalism from the economic standpoint.
How lawyers, in terms of unprofessional conduct, suffer from a
monetary standpoint. From an insurance standpoint, that's
malpractice claims, that is fee disputes, disqualification motions. In
terms of ethics complaints, you know, that's a lot of time spent, in
terms of the attorney, if he or she is accused of ethics complaints.
How do you draw attorney to client? You know, the pressure on law
firms, self-imposed or otherwise, to bring in money, profitability,
keeping one's job these days, supplants professionalism in a lot of
ways.
First of all, you have firms, and I think one of the things I want to
wrap up with is the whole idea of culture, but how do firms approach
conflicts of interest. Now, clearly we're talking about ethics here, but
how close to the line do law firms come according to what's the
culture and what's the attitude toward conflicts of interest? Do you err
on the side of conservative? Do you use waivers? Do you say no? Or
do you have a culture of let's be as aggressive as we can be and hope
to God that things don't blow up in our face?
Frankly, a conflict of interest can turn a malpractice claim that has
maybe virtually no negligence involved, no real merit, into something
very, very scary, and very, very expensive for the law firm. So, we
talk about suits for fees. You know, firms have different attitudes
about suing clients for fees, but the reality is that when you sue a
client for fees, the likelihood is that they're going to sue you right
back for malpractice.
I realize that this isn't about malpractice per se, but as a former
underwriter, I know as a purchaser of malpractice insurance if for no
other reason or no other way to get to lawyers about professionalism,
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you can always get them by going to the bottom line. After doing
about more than two hundred onsite risk reviews of law firms, mid-
size to 300,400 attorney firms (which is something I do, going in and
talking to them about how they manage that client, and time a
perspective client comes to the firm, how do they screen the client, all
the way, and how do they engage the client? Do they use engagement
letters? All those points of contact with the client) I can tell you that
in all these conversations, professionalism doesn't come up a whole
lot.
Do firms train their associates and partners on professionalism?
No. Am I consistently surprised at the lack of knowledge that partners
and associates have with the conflicts rules and the ethics rules? Yes.
So when we're talking about professionalism, you know, even a more
basic question is if they don't know the ethics rules very clearly, how
do we measure their knowledge or basically their awareness of
professionalism?
I'm not trying to stand up here and sound cynical, but I guess I've
seen a lot ofjust basically in-house attitudes and cultures and frankly,
from my perspective as a member of the insurance, solutions, we're
looking for solutions, and professionalism values have to be
established and transmitted by senior management.
Everybody said it today-that it's a cultural issue. To change a
firm culture is extraordinarily difficult and so there has to be a culture
cooperation. There has to be periodic professionalism, in-house
conferences, lunches. Firms need to be willing to make tough
decisions. If you've got rogue partners that are not adhering to firm
culture, they have to be dealt with. Even if they're prodigious business
generators.
I think it's critical for us to start at the law school level. I took, as
we all did, that professional liability exam, which was basically three
hours of studying. I took it and ba-da-bing, ba-da-boom. That was
pretty much it. When I went to my law firm, did we talk about ethics?
Was I involved in the initial client interview talking about potential
conflicts of interests, fee issues, all of those types of things that impact
that attorney-client relationship? No. It's not done very much today.
The last thing I'm going to say, which is relative to some of the
things that Robert was talking about, I wear a lot of hats, but I'm the
executive director of a risk-purchasing group of law firms that
purchase their malpractice insurance together. They also have a very
strong risk-management commitment. Every firm has to appoint a
risk-management partner who is responsible for conveying messages,
education, all sorts of risk-management issues. The problem with this
position is that in most firms this role is not compensated. By not
compensating it or making it a valid part of the firm's compensation
system, it trivializes the risk-management role. It trivializes the ethics,
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ethics partner's role, and that boils, percolates down and trivializes
professionalism. And so, how do we make a firm pay these people for
their added time? You can't, but it's something that clearly we need
to promote. I guess that's really it.
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS OF
MORNING PROPOSALS AND DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL
STRATEGIES
FACILITATORS:
GROUP 1: HONORABLE ROGER WARREN, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL CENTER FOR STATE COURTS
GROUP 2: NATHAN CRYSTAL, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF LAW
GROUP 3: BLAN TEAGLE, DIRECTOR, FLORIDA BAR CENTER
FOR PROFESSIONALISM
GROUP4: DEBORAH L. RHODE, CONFERENCE CO-CHAIR,
PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF THE KECK
CENTER ON LEGAL ETHICS AND THE LEGAL
PROFESSION, STANFORD LAW SCHOOL
REPORTERS:
GROUP 1: SALLY WINKLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, GEORGIA
CHIEF JUSTICE'S COMMISSION ON
PROFESSIONALISM
GROUP 2: MICHAEL OTHS, BAR COUNSEL ATTORNEY, STATE
BAR OF IDAHO
GROUP 3: SUE ERWIN HARPER, ESQUIRE, NELSON MULLINS
RILEY & SCARBOROUGH
GROUP 4: ADRIAN EVANS, PROFESSOR, MONASH UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW, AUSTRALIA
WINKLER: We need to emphasize that professionalism issues and
problems purvey the entire profession. A lot of what we've said earlier
today seemed to be focused on the litigation context. However, we
need to make it clear when we're having any of these discussions that
it's all areas of the law practice. The second thing is that we all liked
what Margaret had to say about making the connection between
professional conduct and a positive impact on the bottom line. I've
often said that if I could find a way to assure every lawyer that
professionalism means profitability in the practice of law, we wouldn't
have any need to do all this discussion about it and CLE about it. So,
with those two sort of over-arching comments, the pervasiveness of
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the issues as well as we need to make it connect between
professionalism and the bottom line, we said that basically what we
need to do is educate, educate, educate, educate, educate.
First, educate the judges. There needs to be more funding for
judicial education. There needs to be more emphasis on the judge's
role as a role model. There needs to be more lawyer and bar
association support for judges imposing sanctions, monetary
sanctions, as well as maybe CLE or alternative types to discipline for
unprofessional conduct. There need to be mentoring programs for
judges. And one suggestion that was made, and I think this is a great
one. The South Carolina Supreme Court seems to issue a lot of
opinions that are anonymous, so that they can comment on various
forms of conduct as well as provisions of their Code of Conduct and
what they think is appropriate under the Code. That seems to be a
good way again of educating the bar about what the Supreme Court
expects.
The second, educate lawyers: CLE on ethics and professionalism,
mentoring, practice advisors. The practice advisor name seems to be
a lot more palatable than the ethics hotline. Maybe expanding the role
of any ethics hotline to include law practice management advice, as
well as advice on other aspects of the practice. Also maybe use that
as a way of talking through expanding the concept: Talk through the
dilemma of whether to report conduct by another lawyer, not just what
you should do in your particular conflict situation. Maybe there should
be more communication of alternatives to discipline among bar
members. The bar can, or the disciplinary authority can, serve a
supportive role-an educational role-as well as the punitive role.
The third, educate law firms. Again, mentoring, designating a
partner who is the in-house legal ethics advisor or conflicts advisor-
the go-to person for anyone in the law firm who seems to have an
issue of ethics with outside counsel as well as within the law firm. One
law firm representative said that before any lawyer is authorized to
take some action that could have negative consequences, like filing for
sanctions, the firm has to approve that, because this is a way of getting
lawyers into the firm culture of what tactics work and what don't.
The fourth, educate law schools: Orientations from the very first
of the first year on professionalism and ethics. Getting practitioners
involved with law students, so that the law students have an idea of
what it's going to be like. Some of the same dilemmas they'll face in
law school vis-A-vis other students and faculty, they will run into once
they get into law practice. Law professors should be encouraged to
take seriously their roles as role models of professionalism in the way
they teach, rather than education by abuse.
And finally, educate the public. Now that's hard. There's law-
related education, but there are some bars, the Georgia Bar and the
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bars of Florida and North Carolina, that have consumer or client
assistance programs. If a client is unhappy, they can call the bar and
say my lawyer didn't return my phone call, my lawyer's not telling
what's going on with the case, my lawyer didn't get a good result for
me. The lawyer on the other end who works for the bar is able to
explain to the client that maybe his expectations were unrealistic or
they were realistic, and yes, the lawyer does owe you a phone call
back. Then the bar gets in touch with the lawyer. Client education
programs are also important.
OTHS: We were self-described quickly, and the one thing we had
consensus on quickly in our group was that we, those of us in
attendance, are the cream of the crop and thus the epitome of
professional conduct. And being the type of goal-oriented people we
are, we decided we needed to come up with a motion of some type so
that we had progress and a particular target.
So after going through what we talked about, I'll tell you what our
motion was, but I'll keep you in suspense on that a little bit. We talked
at some length about the subject of firm culture as it was discussed
this morning, and the various ways to influence it. I think our
discussion probably followed quite a bit what was already discussed
by Group One with regard to incentives and making it profitable and
giving people tangible reasons to want to change firm culture. We
discussed the differences between big firms and small firms and
medium-sized firms, and eventually that will be part of the motion.
We really didn't reach any conclusions on that, but determined that
that is an important part of what we're talking about here.
As typically happens in professionalism discussions, the
discussion quickly turned to a referendum on whether law schools do,
or do not, adequately train people for the profession. As typically
happens, it broke down a little bit between law professors and non-law
professors as to whether we do or don't. We spent quite a bit of time
discussing various things with regard to that.
We talked about the idea of comparing the law school model to
the medical school model, and spent considerable time reaching the
conclusion that we can't do it and don't want to do it the way medical
schools do. What's described as the white-coat model discussed the
resource issues that would be prohibitive to having it, education in law
school being like it is, and medical school.
Then we got back to that in the motion. There's foreshadowing
going on here. We discussed-one of our members is from Canada-
and we discussed the fact that actually American legal education is
about the only place that doesn't. I think India was the other example
of a place that doesn't provide some form of post law school training
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or mentorship after you get into the profession: that we simply toss
people in there, and that's at the root of a lot of our problems.
We talked at some length about communication with judges,
touching on some of the issues that Ernie Borunda talked about this
morning in terms of how we communicate our expectations for the
profession to the judiciary. One of our members, who shall remain
nameless but prosecutes discipline cases for a living, was more of the
opinion that the hammer rather than the persuasive method is
sometimes more appropriate, coming from judges. That was quickly
shot down by everybody else. You can take a guess whose idea that
was.
We then talked at some length about, not at great length, but
apparently a very intriguing couple of proposals, that I had not heard
about that are on the table in various stages of development in New
York and Arizona, with regard to the idea of offering an alternative to
having to take the bar exam. Apparently they are discussing having
a pilot program in New York that would be applicable to say fifty
people. Instead of having to take the bar exam, you could spend eight
to ten weeks of public service doing legal aid work or going into a
legal aid clinic or an underprivileged community. Given certain
parameters for the practice that will let you do that and then presume
that you passed the bar exam if you were a graduate of a New York
law school. The idea being we can provide some of this mentorship,
and instead of spending another five thousand dollars to prepare for
the bar exam, we can actually have you out there devoting your
service to this. It'll be interesting to see how that comes out. There
was some surprise that it has gotten that far along as a proposal.
There's apparently another proposal in Arizona that's not yet as
developed that would have people do a year of essentially community
service in Vista volunteer, legal-type stuff, as an alternative to taking
the bar exam. So it'll be interesting to see how that comes out, and
that the idea being that by doing that perhaps we could get some of the
attachment to the profession that people seem to think we don't have
right now.
One of the tangible ways that the lack of preparation, orjust a lack
of a clue as to setting up practices, on the far end of the practice came
in is, in Virginia apparently, they've had a serious problem with
people, solo and small firm people, who die or are disabled during
their practice. There's a need for receivership, and they're spending
an awful lot of money to wind up the practices of people who have not
adequately taken steps to protect their practice in the event. I don't
know how for sure you protect against catastrophic illness or
unexpected illness, but it's a mess. We've done this in some cases in
Idaho, I can tell you. It is a mess if you're the only one that knows
your system or anything, how to do it, and somebody has to come in
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and try to pick up the pieces. It was a sort of a two-way deal, because
it was also offered as an opportunity for public service by lawyers if
they could step in and help pick up the pieces in some of these cases.
It was also suggested that we'd need to come up with post-
graduate education. We can't put all of this on law schools. We need
to come up with post-graduate and continuing methods of inculcating
professional values that go beyond. It's just hard to just drop it all to
law school.
Having done all that, our final motion was-which passed
unanimously without a vote-we should strive to find ways to
increase incentives to law schools to train students as professionals
from day one. Especially, we should utilize existing ABA entities,
such as Law Office Management Section, General Practice Section,
Solo and Small Firm Section, NABE (National Association of Bar
Executives), and National Conference of Bar Presidents. It should
also recognize the virtues of communicating to law students that large
firms after law school are not the be-all and end-all. Part of the
emphasis of these small firm groups ought to be the offering of small
firm and medium-sized law firms as not a consolation prize. Once
you get out of law school, that helping to track people, the more likely
you are to be accountable for what you're doing.
Finally, after we spent the entire time talking about what law
students did or did not need to do, we actually asked our law student,
Alice, for a comment. She wanted to comment on what an excellent,
terrific job the faculty is doing and despite anonymous grading, she
really wanted to compliment everyone on the faculty.
HARPER: We had a very democratic group. We threw a bunch of ideas
out there, thirteen from what we had heard in the morning. Then Blan
Teagle went through all of these ideas, and we voted.
These were ideas from the morning sessions that we liked,in order
of preference. First, there was a belief that we needed a formal
mentoring program for sole practitioners and small firms, and others
would say large firms need it, too. Perhaps large firms could do it in-
house, whereas the organized bar would have a mentoring program for
sole practitioners and small firms. The second was to dispense serious
discipline for serious offenses. That is, rules over culture; have judges
take the lead, with lawyers supportingjudges' sanctioning lawyers for
serious violations. The third was to immerse the law student in issues
relating to professionalism from the very beginning. Make that a
pervasive topic throughout their three years of school. Make it reality-
based so that they know what the practice of law really is. We also had
a "harness technology" suggestion. This was an on-line database of
lawyers who are sanctioned anywhere in the country for
unprofessional conduct. That database would be accessible by the
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public, or anyone, who wanted the information. Finally, five was get
the judiciary more involved in professionalism in a couple of ways.
Make them more proactive both in dispensing sanctions and then
teaching others-teaching lawyers and law students.
Now of our ideas, again in order of preference, number one was,
when you talk about access to justice, be sure that you define justice.
That was to define justice to avoid a victimization culture, so that
people know whatjustice really is. Second was, again, this nationwide
reporting system of sanctions. Our group also felt that people ought
to be provided more information about lawyers, instead of less, so that
they can make an intelligent choice. Perhaps this could be a list of
good lawyers and a list of bad lawyers. Lawyers would try to avoid
getting on the bad list. We didn't really get into how to implement this
in terms of ethics and character and professionalism, however.
We also were glad that Martha Ezzard was here, because we
talked about utilizing the press more than we have been able to or
have been successful in doing in the past. Get the press to highlight
lawyers that are doing good, lawyers that are doing the right thing,
lawyers that are spending many hours on pro bono projects. Even if
you can't get the press to write about anything but the bad lawyers in
your community, take out ads that highlight your more outstanding
members. Again, this idea of having more information available,
perhaps on the intemet, so that people could shop for a lawyer in the
same way they shop for a book, thereby enabling the consumer to
weigh the relative strengths of the lawyers that are available to them.
EVANS: Our group covered a range of issues, and most of them dealt
with the complaints process, similar to Group Three. We started off
with a question from Deborah Rhode, who asked us a hypothetical
question, namely, if politics were no constraint, which of course says
a great deal, what would you like and what would you take back from
this conference? What would you do in terms of improving lawyer
professionalism? Since we had two prominent non-lawyers in the
group, one the journalist and one the HALT representative, we also
asked them what would the non-lawyers say in answer to the same
question? So we proceeded from those two questions.
The first response was from Chief Justice Veasey, who was fairly
strong on the view that state-based regulation of the bar should
continue, but that there needs to be more uniformity for obvious
reasons. He felt really that state-based regulation is still a critical thing
in a country as diverse as the United States, because of the need to be
responsive to local conditions and local environments. That was a
pretty strong thing for him.
We then moved on pretty quickly to self-represented litigates, and
it was clear that one of the best ways to tackle that issue is to look at
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the economics. The point was made that if, in fact, it were possible to
link the costs of defending to a proper public defender system
compared with the costs of running the prison system, it would be
pretty clear economically that we need to fund public defenders much
better. There was a reference then to the issue of election of judges,
and a comment was made that really the election of judges is a big
detriment to professionalism-that we need possibly to move to the
appointment ofjudges. There was a reference also to Colorado, where
citizen feedback on judges is a process that allows for bad judges to
be removed in certain circumstances. Now I have no knowledge of
that, so I might be oversimplifying that comment. Also, we talked
about using user-pay fees or user fees as a way of funding the indigent
defense system. A comment was made that better pre-trial diversion
would reduce much of the cost and abuses of the trial system in this
country.
Now, one interesting comment that was made to me after the
session finished by one of the members of our group: a fairly
impassioned plea for judges to stop ducking the disciplinary process
when it comes to observed misconduct in the courtroom. This
particular person asked me to emphasize that the lack of leadership by
judges at this level sends a very powerful message to the bar and sets
the agenda for the bar in the negative. That was his concern. We came
back to Colorado again and talked about the judicial retention
committees in that state. One reason whyjudges perhaps won't report
in Colorado, or won't report easily, is their fear that in fact there
would be consequences for them on the judicial retention committee
level. A reference was made to the practice of some district attorneys,
who might have been offended by some comment made about their
performance in court by a judge, getting together and forming a voter
block, effectively, on the judicial retention committee.
The professionalism programs, I think in Colorado again, are
being shifted to the period between graduation and admission to deal
with the problems that emerge after entering practice much earlier
than what otherwise would be the case. That was a positive process.
Also fee arbitration programs were seen as a real positive, but there
was the caveat that they may be positive for lawyers rather than for
clients. So the question is to see how much balance there is in fee
arbitration between who's benefiting and who's suffering.
Jim Varrow from Upper Canada talked very briefly about a
number of identifiers of professionalism. I think he said about eight to
ten have been actually identified in Toronto. He said that their task in
Toronto is now to re-state these identifiers of professionalism in a way
that "informs the everyday life of the lawyer." In other words,
intelligible and comprehensible to the ordinary lawyer. Then we
moved over to the organization HALT. There are fifty thousand
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members of HALT, and they are paying approximately twenty-five
dollars per anum in the way of dues plus donations to the association.
The organization has actually come up with a report card process,
which I assume many of you are familiar with, but since I was not I
took or tried to take careful note of the six items that go on the report
card as an indicator of the professionalism of a particular disciplinary
process in each state. These identifiers are firstly the extent to which
the disciplinary results are publicized widely, which of course comes
back to the point of the other group in relation to internet
dissemination. Secondly, the secrecy of proceedings. In other words,
if they are secret, how accountable are they? Thirdly, the adequacy of
the disciplinary penalty imposed. Fourth, the promptness of the
decision-making. Fifth, the fairness of the disciplinary procedures-
due process and so forth. And finally, the percentage of non-lawyers
on the adjudicating body.
Each of these items are used by HALT to score particular
disciplinary systems in each state. For those of you who don't know
whether your state rates or not, you can go to HALT and find out. I
thought particularly that was a useful thing around accountability and
would help generally in the promulgation of professionalism as a
positive rather than as a negative. Not too many of them proceed to
misconduct situations, but HALT's experience was that even the most
minor matter can permanently scar a consumer's opinion of a lawyer,
and that every one of them in that level, every one of those matters has
implications for us. Many of them concerned issues of laxity of the
disciplinary investigation body, and hence the development of their
score card. A few sub-comments there, people particularly talk about
the lack of clarity about where and how to complain about a
practitioner. And finally, that consumers are not represented enough
on the actual disciplinary body. That's basically the summation of the
issues about HALT.
Now for all of those positives. Deborah Rhode wondered if in
fact the report card process actually makes a big difference to what
happens in the long run. We didn't actually resolve that because I
don't think any of us know, but HALT hopes that the raised awareness
from the process of the report card will have a positive impact over the
long term.
We then moved on to the issue of the Bar monitor. In California,
they have had a Bar monitor as a sort of semi-independent watchdog.
This has been operating well for a period but has now fallen into some
sort of disuse, I think because of lack of funding.
RHODE: Well, the legislature didn't re-authorize the position.
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EVANS: Right, okay. Now we commented on the fact that in Ohio it
is possible for the courts to independently prosecute a practitioner.
This does not happen very often in practice. It still seems to be mostly
a situation of the profession being in charge. I mentioned briefly the
situation in Victoria, my home state, where we have a legal
ombudsman who is appointed by Parliament, is funded by Parliament,
is a non-lawyer, and who has really a co-regulatory role. This person
can investigate and prosecute in conjunction with the prosecutorial
functions of the law society. So two people, if you like, can have a go.
If one doesn't, the other can and vice versa.
We came back to the issue of the National Action Plan, raised
several times by Chief Justice Veasey, and a key issue in that Action
Plan is the user-friendliness of the complaint-handling system. So it
would appear that so far as the Chief Justices are concerned, user-
friendliness, which includes many things obviously, is a priority. One
tiny interesting tidbit was that Colorado comes up again as being the
only state that will allow a phone complaint to be registered on behalf
of someone. This sort of catch-all comment was made that people are
not comfortable with professional self-investigation. Certainly, for
good or ill, that's my experience in Australia as well. In Canada, it
seems that there is more confidence about self-investigation. It's a
mandated requirement in Canada, or at least in upper Canada, that the
process of self-investigation be operated in the public interest. There
is some hope or expectation that that leads to greater independence in
complaint handling. We also referred to the New York initiative in
relation to buying out of the bar exam, where there was lots of raised
eyebrows and interest, but not much information. That's obviously
something that could be explored further, in terms of encouraging
altruism in legal practice.
We then talked about the whole issue of pro bono a bit more in
detail. The comment was made that the really big firm management
processes do not intrinsically encourage pro bono because of the
impact on billable hours, which is obvious to all of us. However, I was
able to mention a development in Victoria where the Attorney General
has got the authority of the Cabinet to say that no firm shall be eligible
for government legal work unless it's prepared to commit to a certain
minimum percentage of pro bono in their actual timeframe. The
percentage is ten percent of billable hours. That's taking effect as of
the first of October, which is a couple of days away.
We then moved a bit more broadly to the definition of pro bono.
Arguments, obviously, in this sort of context are numerous as to
whether a particular activity is pro bono or not. If you were seeking
to attract government contracts, you would argue for all sorts of things
to be included in pro bono that the rest of us might be doubtful about.
That is also an issue in Victoria.
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The comment came in at this point, and that's probably the most
profound one, that the professional reform initiative identifies the
issue of public distrust of us as not only endemic but almost self-
replicating. So that if we have a lawyer who stands up and tries to
argue for a number of things, including the independence or integrity
of the profession, the result is that we just seem to emphasize in the
public mind that there is an even greater problem. In other words, the
notion of argument about independence seems to convince people that
we can't be. It may not be winnable at that level. Truth and credibility
being the biggest problems. Integrity to sum up those two terms,
would seem to be crucial.
Deborah Rhode mentioned the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the
impact on insurance premiums as two external forces that are going to
effectively set the time to some degree the level of our integrity with
financial penalties. Question is will they be enough to inspire or will
they only just sort of close the barn door after the horse has bolted?
We then talked about mandatory malpractice insurance. This was
a surprise to me. I just assumed that it was the norm. It certainly is the
norm in Australia. If you don't have malpractice insurance, you may
not practice at all. I think people were saying it needs to be mandatory
in this country.
One slightly concerning comment relates to an effective
entrenchment of lawyer dishonesty that is now emerging in Oregon.
In Oregon, prosecutors are being encouraged, or at least allowed, to
run sting operations for the government. It is necessary for them to
run those sting operations to tell lies all in stone, even though in the
context of sting operations. There was an attempt to challenge this
process as an offense against the requirement for lawyer integrity.
That was rejected in this case. So here we have a situation where, to
some extent at least, lawyer dishonesty is being entrenched.
Okay the final comment relates to the suggestion that we probably
have had enough big conferences on this issue. Perhaps we need to
identify five areas that have come out from the deliberations of these
two-and-a-half days, specify those, and then hold some specialist
meetings with experts in those areas to see if it's possible to come up
with a concrete action plan. Thanks.
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CASE: We are here to talk about measuring professionalism. This is
the first such conference that I've attended in the world of law. I spent
twenty-five years in the world of medicine, where there was a lot of
conversation about professionalism and ethics and similar issues.
Much of what I'll present today comes from that world, because I
haven't been in the world of law long enough to have enough context.
But as I sat here yesterday listening to the conversation, I found it very
interesting: people talking about the kinds of behaviors that they had
observed in their life where people behaved in ways that were less
than professional or less than ethical. I thought it would be useful to
start this morning by stepping back for a minute and thinking about
possible explanations for that kind of observe behavior. In particular,
I think that we might be able to conjure up some examples of times
where the people just didn't have the requisite knowledge. They didn't
know what was right, and therefore they didn't do what was right.
There are other times where they might lack the skills to do what is
right. I heard an example yesterday where someone said that they
thought that an attorney should confront a colleague if they observe
that colleague doing something wrong. Well, that's the kind of thing
that requires a fair amount of skills. If they haven't seen that modeled,
and if they haven't practiced it, they might not have the skill set to be
able to confront a colleague about bad behavior.
Another possible explanation for behavior that's less than optimal
is a situation where you might have competing values, where despite
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the fact that you've learned that you should never lie, there might be
an occasion where lying isn't as bad as some of the other choices that
you have. There might also be some situations where there's an effect
of either the social context, or the environment, or various sorts of
power relationships that might affect behavior.
One thing I didn't hear anybody endorsing yesterday was the use
of tests or assessments for any purpose whatsoever. And so I
restructured my talk a little bit last night to take an extreme position
to support testing and assessment in a more formal sense than you
might have considered. The fact that there was no endorsement of
testing yesterday struck me as being important, particularly because
one of the basic truths of education is that testing drives learning.
Testing is a very important vehicle, a very powerful vehicle, for
affecting the way people behave. I want to use that as a basis for
much of what I'm going to talk about this morning. There are a lot of
reasons why we might want to test. An obvious reason to test is to
generate scores to determine grades, or determine pass-fail status, or
decide whether someone's going to be licensed or not. It's also useful
to identify areas of deficiency that might need remediation. Tests are
also extremely important in communicating what we view as
important. For example, a group such as this might develop an exam
in professionalism that would go a long way toward defining what we
mean by professionalism. This is a big bullet, but it's probably the
most salient for this group and what we've been talking about this
weekend.
Tests are used to motivate examinees to learn, to acquire
additional skills, and to change their behavior as necessary. Finally,
tests can be used to identify areas where the curriculum is weak,
where the knowledge base is weak, where the law schools may not
have done the job that we hoped they would do, and where the
mentoring programs may not have done the job that we hope they
would do.
Testing is not a simple process, and there are a lot of steps that
would have to be followed to develop a program. First and foremost,
you have to develop a very explicit statement of the purpose of the
test. What is it you're trying to do? You have to decide what you want
to test. And you've got an additional challenge when you're dealing
with practitioners. The content must appear to be relevant to the
people who you want to test. You have to determine who you want to
test. Who's the target test-taker group? And one of the issues here is
that the broader that group, the more difficult it is to actually develop
test material that's relevant. We talked mostly yesterday about people
who are involved in the court system-judges and trial lawyers. But
obviously, the world of practitioners is much broader than that.
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You have to determine test methods, and we'll talk about that
quite a bit this morning, I think. You have to develop some kind of a
mechanism to encourage target test takers to take the test and to
actually care about the results. That's a big challenge when you're
dealing with practitioners who might be taking some kind of a test on
a voluntary basis. You obviously have to develop the test; initiate item
review, pilot test your items, develop scoring, and score reporting
procedures; develop some kind of a standard or some kind of norm-
based data; and develop a continuing plan for future development of
additional test forms and equating, and all those sorts of things.
This is a diagram of some of the initial steps that would be
involved in developing the testing program, starting with outlining the
purpose-whether your purpose is to teach, to assess an individual, or
to evaluate a program-to define what it is you want to test. That must
be more specific than saying, "I want to test whether they can deal
with client confidentiality." It must be much more specific than that.
Define who you want to test, decide on the method, and develop
materials.
In terms of methods, life really began with performance-based
exams. Back in the beginning of time, it was usually some trainee who
was involved with a mentor of some sort, who was trailing along with
this person in some kind of an apprenticeship role. They were being
evaluated on a continual basis based on what it was they actually did
on the job. Centuries later multiple choice tests were invented. That
basically did away with some of the problems that everyone knew
existed with a face-to-face evaluation-issues of stringency and
leniency, and other kinds of unfairness and bias.
Multiple-choice tests were developed to separate the scoring
process from the individual who was answering the questions,
basically to make it more anonymous so that those issues of bias and
differences in standards weren't levied on the individual taking the
test. But coming full circle, today there's a renewed interest in
performance tests and a renewed suspicion of multiple-choice tests.
There are many different methods that should be considered in
thinking about assessing professionalism, ranging from things like
real-life performance ratings by colleagues, peers, clients,
supervisors- the kinds of things that were in fact discussed yesterday.
There are also artificial-setting performance exams. An example of
this is the multi-state performance test, but there's also something that
we could call standardized client exams. An actor would be trained to
come into a lawyer's office as a client with a role to play. The lawyers
would be assessed based on how they dealt with that standardized
client. There are also context-based exams, either short-answer or
essay or multiple-choice. Then there are isolated-fact, multiple-choice
exams. These represent a continuum from methods that are artificial
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to methods that are closely linked to real life. It's not the case that
real-life exams are better than artificial exams. They each have a role
to play in assessment.
There are three kinds of attributes of exams that you need to
balance when you think about a testing program. First and foremost,
you have to be worried about the validity of the exam. That's the
extent to which the exam measures what you intend to measure.
That's a real challenge for a content area like professionalism. You
have to make sure that what it is you are rating or testing really does
reflect the professionalism of someone in practice. A second attribute
is reliability, which refers to the extent that you would expect
somebody to get a similar rating or a similar score if they were tested
again on a different test, or if they were rated by a different rater. If
you have a measure of somebody's performance that isn't very
reliable, then if you were to test them again next week or you were to
get a different rating on them, their ratings would be inconsistent.
You wouldn't know which one was the accurate representation of a
person's proficiency in a particular area.
However, all this has to be balanced out by utility. You have to
be concerned about feasibility, cost, practicality. All of these issues
can't be ignored. In particular, yesterday I heard a number of
criticisms of multiple-choice tests. The criticisms are usually along
one of these lines. They encourage memorization of picky facts. They
encourage learning of unimportant details. They don't assess
performance. They're old-fashioned. They mostly reflect test-taking
skills. They require selecting from a list that's less realistic than doing
things in real life. But the kind of test question that most people have
in mind when they think of multiple-choice tests involves something
that's really picky that hardly anybody would view as really important
to know, where they might need to know something about the topic,
but they would look up the particular facts, unless it's something they
used every single day.
On the other hand, the advantages of multiple-choice tests are that
they can have a clear, correct answer. You develop them so that there
is a clear, correct answer. You subject them to enough review so that
you can be sure when they're administered to a larger group, you did
a reasonably good job of ensuring that the answer is the best answer.
You can also target areas of interest. That's something that doesn't
happen in real life. You could stand around for a long time watching
somebody, waiting for a particular situation to occur, whereas you
could test their knowledge of how to behave in a situation with a
multiple-choice question just by directing your question at that area of
interest. They're also very, very efficient. You can sample a lot of
different scenarios in a reasonable amount of testing time.
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Finally, the scores are not affected by examinee characteristics, or
by issues related to bias that are unrelated to proficiency. In virtually
every scenario, where you have a one-on-one situation where
somebody is being rated or tested by someone that they know and can
see, there are some issues related to bias that are going to occur. The
obvious issues relate to gender or ethnicity, but others relate to
whether somebody is old or young, fat or skinny, or reminds you of
your Aunt Bertha who you never thought was very smart. There's
always going to be something that's idiosyncratic to the rater that
might affect the rating.
The reliability of context-based multiple choice questions is
excellent, because you can sample so many scenarios in a short
amount of testing time. The validity is excellent for assessing
knowledge of appropriate behavior. But there's a caveat. There's no
guarantee that the behavior would be actually implemented in real life.
However, the utilities of multiple-choice exams is also excellent. The
costs are low compared to the benefits, even if you have a very high-
quality test development program.
Next, I want to show you some examples. The first one is an
MPRE-style question from the professional responsibility exam,
which describes an attorney who is representing the buyer of a
property. The seller didn't have counsel. During the negotiation of a
contract, the seller is asking this attorney to explain some of the
clauses and the attorney is fearful that the seller won't sign the deal,
so he answers the question. The question is, was the behavior a proper
behavior? You got four choices, two yes choices and two no choices:
yes, because, yes, because, no because, no because. This is a standard
kind of MPRE question, testing model rules.
We look at the performance of questions like this by dividing the
group of test-takers into three groups-a top group, a middle group,
and a bottom group-based on performance on the exam overall. In
this particular question, D was the correct answer, and 95% of the high
group answered it correctly. Eighty-five percent of the middle group
answered correctly, but only 67% of the bottom group did. There are
a lot of people here who don't know the answer to this question, who
went for either the wrong reason, they knew it was not proper but they
got the wrong reason, or they thought it was proper. These kinds of
questions give you a lot of information about the examinees and their
lack of knowledge about a particular situation.
In medicine, which is an area I'm much more familiar with, there
is a single examination that was endorsed about twelve years ago by
all of the jurisdictions. Prior to that, the state medical boards
developed their own independent exam which could be used, or
people could take the national exam. Since about 1990, the United
States Medical Licensing Exam has been used by all the jurisdictions.
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It's a single exam, and it has a single standard that's also been
accepted by everyone.
That exam is given in three parts. The first part, people take after
their second year of medical school typically. The second part, they
take in their senior year of medical school, and the third part they take
in their residency. All three parts include some form of ethics
questions on the exam.
This is an example of a question that was on the exam, a patient-
confidentiality question. This is dealing with somebody who has
surgery at a medical center, and a hospital administrator asks the
surgeon what the diagnosis was. The question is, what should the
surgeon do next? The choices are, answer it for a variety of reasons,
or decline to answer it for a variety of reasons. Now, this is a very
simple question. You really hope that everybody's going to get this
right. But in fact, everybody doesn't get it right.
Also in medicine, after people are licensed to practice, they
typically go through a certification program in some kind of a
specialty. All of the specialty boards in medicine use a multiple-
choice test as part of their evaluation prior to certification. I worked
with the American Board of Orthopedic Surgery for a number of
years, and I'm using them as an example, because they were one of
the first specialty boards in medicine to adopt ethics-type questions,
or professionalism-type questions, within the context of their multiple-
choice exams. They gave me permission to share a number of these
with you.
The first is a conflict-of-interest question. I'm showing these
examples to give you an idea of the breadth of things that could be
covered. The first example describes an orthopedic surgeon who
worked to develop a total joint replacement, and he gets a royalty for
all of those implants. The question asks about his obligation to either
use the implant or decline to use it, or disclose it.
There are also questions on personal error. Somebody's doing
surgery and they make a mistake. Now what do you do? The choices
all describe behaviors that somebody might consider doing in a
particular scenario.
The third example deals with fraud. An orthopedic surgeon
discovers that a colleague has been falsifying medical records to
increase billing. The orthopedic surgeon has an obligation to... and
there's choices related to that.
The fourth example is on observed substance abuse. You observe
somebody you see abusing a controlled substance. You confront him.
He says it's a one-time occurrence. You see something occur later on.
Now what are you supposed to do? Again, a scenario that I think most
people would think is an important scenario with options that people
might consider in real life.
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There are also some questions on the exam that deal with issues
where there are competing "goods" coming to play into the same
question. Should a doctor support charity and educational programs,
and at what cost? This example is a financial interest question, where
the orthopedic surgeon again is working with a kind of implant, and
the implant manufacturer offers to donate $500 either to the surgeon
or his charity of choice. What's the appropriate action? Accept if it's
as effective as other implants, accept if the donation is used to provide
prostheses for uninsured patients, accept if it's used for research to
improve implants, decline it unless all the other manufacturers have
a similar opportunity, and decline it under all circumstances.
I think there are a lot of reasons why we might want a test, why
we might want to think about doing some formal testing in the areas
of professionalism. I think the challenge would be thinking of places
where such a test might be implemented. You could use it on a
voluntary basis in a self-assessment mode. You might be able to insert
a test at the end of a professionalism continuing- education seminar,
where I've heard it is common for participants to walk in, sign in, go
to the back and, take a nap. You might be able to do something there.
Basically, I think some creativity has to come into play in thinking
about how you can possibly test anybody on this topic. Where do you
have a target audience? Regardless of the circumstances, I think
multiple-choice questions should be considered as one of the
assessment methods, because there are a lot of benefits to them.
STERN: Thanks for having me here. I'm a physician. I'm not a lawyer.
I know very little about the law, fortunately. One of the few physicians
apparently who knows very little about the law and has had very little
experience with it. So the things I'm going to talk about today really
reflect what medicine is doing to enhance professionalism, and the
kinds of assessments that we're doing right now to try and make sure
that the doctors that we turn out are professional. I'll be talking about
it at a number of different levels, and I'll leave it to you to see if those
different assessment methods that we've got for each different level
will work in your setting. I'll talk about medical students, I'll talk
about residents; the post-graduate training that we have, in which we
pay them very little to work in a hospital-still sort of in an
educational environment-then on into fellowships; and then into
practice. So I'll talk about all those levels.
First, it's worthwhile to consider why we're measuring these
outcomes in professionalism in the first place. About 1975, the U.S.
Department of Education encouraged organizations, not just medical
schools, but all institutions of higher education, to consider looking
not at the quality of your teaching but at the outcomes that came from
it. There's also a growing sense of educational accountability. Our
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students, in particular, are looking to see what they get for the roughly
$100,000 of debt that they come out of medical school with. There are
certainly political needs. You've got to be able to explain the product
that you're giving people in order to encourage them to pay for it. We
get huge government subsidies for the educational programs that we
have, usually state subsidies that come from the University of
Michigan, where about a third of our revenues for our medical school
come from the state.
We have to be able to prove to them that the doctors that we're
turning out are of as high a quality as we possibly can get. And finally,
something I call the null curriculum. Basically, if you don't measure
it, people don't think it's important. If it's not important, they're not
going to do it.
There are assessments going on in medicine at many, many
different levels, starting at the pre-medical level. This is the MCAT
test that people take to get into medical school. There's a committee
that's been formed and is working on questions around
professionalism, both multiple-choice-type questions and also some
sort of a clinical skills examination prior to admission to medical
school. In medical schools, the AAMC, which is our association of
medical schools, has a couple of projects on-going. The U.S. Medical
Licensing Exam that students take to get their license in various states
has the kinds of questions that Susan Case also mentioned. At the next
level, graduate medical education, there is the ACGME, that's the
Accreditation Commission for Graduate Medical Education. So every
residency program in internal medicine, surgery, pediatrics, obstetrics,
and gynecology has to get accredited in order to get the residents paid
for. That Commission has said basically that there is one major
domain that must be assessed. It is professionalism. There are actually
six domains; professionalism happens to be one of them.
At the next level, medicine is very much like law in that states are
required to do the licensing, so on my license is the State of Michigan.
The Federation of State Medical Boards also has an initiative over the
next year, starting with their incoming president, to do this same sort
of thing. Even internationally, there is a move afoot to establish
global minimum essential standards. One of those seven domains
happens to be professionalism as well. So it's happening at all levels
across the medical continuum.
Before you decide to measure it, of course, you've got to figure
out what it is that you're measuring. There are a lot of definitions and
a lot of time has been spent trying to figure out a definition of
professionalism, and everybody has his own. This one comes from the
Accreditation Commission for Graduate Medical Education, where
they describe a commitment to carrying out professional
responsibilities, adherence to ethical principles, and sensitivity to the
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diverse patient population. You get a group of ten doctors in a room,
you'll get ten different definitions. But in general, if you look across
all these definitions, or if you look at these blue-ribbon panels-
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Pew Foundation, organizations-
they all have the same list of things that they're sort of looking for.
There is a set of knowledge or facts that people should know
about professional behavior. This is ethics, moral reasoning, that sort
of thing. There is also a set of skills, communication skills, moral
reasoning skills, maybe negotiation skills. Then there is a common set
of behaviors that we're looking for physicians to espouse-
excellence, duty, integrity, compassion, confidentiality, self-
improvement, self-regulation sometimes. So I'll talk about each of
these.
George Miller talked about, at the most basic level, you could be
assessing a fact that someone knows something. At the next level, that
someone knows how to use that fact. At the next level, they can
actually demonstrate the use of that fact, and then actually use the fact
in real practice in the real world. Generally, we'll over-write this with
written exams sort of at the level of facts; knowing how to apply those
facts; simulations for showing how to do it; and then some sort of an
observation to see how people really do it in practice, whether that's
an administrative observation that is seeing how people behave. by
looking at the charts or records or that sort of thing, or actually
observing them in real practice. I'm going to go over each of these
very briefly, and the most briefly, of course, with knowledge-based
domains because Susan Case already mentioned that it's a great way
to assess things like ethical principles, medical/legal principles, and
classic cases.
We find that our students and residents deal with certain dilemmas
at certain stages in their careers. We help them through them by
showing them these classic cases and then, of course, definitions of
professional values. These are all well-assessed using MCQ's.
I used to have this argument with Susan Case about the fact that
you can't measure professionalism using a multiple-choice question.
We argued back and forth about it a few years ago, and I've been
brought over to her side not because I think it's the end-all, but that
there are certainly some things about professionalism that you can get
at with a set of multiple-choice questions, clearly a set of questions.
Maybe they're really basic questions. What do you? Do you hit the
patient in the head or not, yes or no? What's interesting is not the
people who say no, but you really would like to know the people who
say yes. So the wrong answers, though they may be few (you may get
95% correct), you would really like to know who those 5% of people
are. And so particularly for outliers, and also for teaching, multiple-
choice questions are, I think, a wonderful resource, and should be
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incorporated into any set of instruments that you have to assess
professionalism.
The next set of things I'll talk about is skill-based domains. In
medicine, we think about communication skill, moral reasoning skill,
and maybe even negotiation skill. There are a number of ways that we
have done this. Standardized patients, computer simulations, and
videotaped reviews. You show them a vignette, and then ask them to
talk about it, or write about it, or answer some questions about it. A
reflective essay in which they talk about an experience that they
actually had. And self-evaluation of a portfolio, so you give them data
about themselves: Here's your scores, here's.your whatever, please
reflect on your own performance, that sort of thing. These are based
more in real experiences of the individual, and so they're closer to
reality, and they also are able to better show how you do things.
Now this is a standardized patient that we use. Over half the
medical schools in the country are using these now. There has been a
move in medical education to use this as part of the national licensing
exam. When they started it, it was supposed to happen in, the first date
was 1999. They keep pushing the date back. Now I think it, the latest
date I saw was 2006 or something. They keep moving it back as a
national exam, but medical schools are using this all over the place.
Basically, you teach an individual-they may or may not be a
patient-to behave as if they are a patient. You give them a script,
and you standardize them to the script. They get a standard evaluation
form, so that they can rate people on performance. They're used very
well to assess content. It's not a great way to assess content-I'd
rather use a multiple-choice quiz-but while you've got the patient
there you can always measure knowledge of principles and informed
consent, for example.
Communication skills is what I really use them for. These people
can look at the way you walk in the room. Do you shake their hand?
Do you knock on the door? Do you introduce yourself? Do you ask
them what name they prefer to be called? Do you use good transition
statements? Do you organize the interview well? Do you have a good
closing? That sort of thing. So all of those aspects are things that
standardized patients are quite good at. Then at the end, you can
always ask them to think of themselves as the patient, and just like my
patients in my clinic, fill out a patient satisfaction form. I'm sure many
of you have been in clinics, nowadays, they hand you a form and say,
"Please fill out this patient satisfaction form." We do that with our
standardized patients as well, and provide that feedback to our medical
students and residents who participate in these kind of exercises. We
have sixteen of these over four years in medical school at Michigan.
We probably have more than most, but most schools have some, and
we now have four for all of our residents, as well.
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So, I've talked about measuring knowledge or facts. There really
is a lot of consensus on the use of written exams for that part. As for
skills and techniques, I think there's a growing consensus on the use
of some sort of practical exam, a clinical skills exam test, that sort of
thing. If you do enough of these communication skills stations using
standardized patients, you can get adequate reliability.
There's some background to it that I think is important. The first
is that as you start thinking about measuring these behaviors, you
realize that the way that someone is going to behave, for example,
answering an MCQ test, at ten o'clock in the morning on Sunday, may
be different from how they actually behave at ten o'clock at night.
And ten o'clock at night may be when you're most interested in how
people are really behaving. So, the context is critically important. Not
that it's not important for other kinds of testing, but it just becomes
very important as you measure behavior, because behavior is so
influenced by the context in which you are currently sitting.
The second has to do with conflict. And again, Susan Case
touched on this briefly. This is a conflict of values. That is, if I asked
you today if you would like to be honest or dishonest, that's a simple
one. You're always going to be honest. But if I asked you if you're
going to be honest or efficient-two very important values-and
you're a physician, I can make physicians choose one or the other
depending on the scenario I give them.
There is a situation where they'll give up a bit of honesty in order
to be more efficient. They do it all the time. You would, too. It's not
an unreasonable thing. So as you're thinking about testing evaluating
professional behaviors, you've got to be aware that you need to give
people some sort of a conflict. It can't be just a simple situation.
Finally, you may be as interested in how they resolve the conflict
as sort of the answer they give, as the way they get to the answer. I
often talk about that with medical students. You know, I care that you
had a lapse in professional behavior. What I care more about is that
you know how you got there, so the next time you could change the
path. Talking about the ways that people resolve the professional
dilemmas that they find themselves in, I think, is very important. In
some of the subsequent things I'll show you, you may be able to pick
up some aspects of that. Some of them do it better than others, I think.
So we're now assessing what people actually do, and we're
fortunate in medicine to have faculty observations of student
performance in their apprenticeships in the clinical years of medical
school, usually the third and fourth years as well as in the residency
years, which is anywhere from three to seven or eight years nowadays.
These faculty can observe students and residents performing in one of
two ways. One is some sort of a longitudinal assessment, and another
one is critical incident reports. Both of them are useful, one is just
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used sort of on the spot. A critical incident is used, for example, if
they see something that's particularly good or particularly bad, they
can immediately fill out one of these forms. It's a little bit easier. It's
also a little bit more direct than thinking about how, on average, what
is their professionalism on a scale of one to ten over the past month?
It's a lot easier to think about, today I saw him really help out a patient
far above and beyond. He stayed late to really help this patient, so
you could write a little note about that.
I'll also talk briefly about other co-worker observations, peer
observations, patient observations, and then something really fun,
administrator data sets, which are interesting to me.
This is a critical incident report. You can't read it, but basically
it's the name of a student. This is the commendation part of it. There's
the flip side of our cards. We have these little cards we hand out to all
of our faculty. The flip side is a concern, commendation or concern.
You can do either one. All you do is mark the student's name and
write a little something in there and hand that in. Faculty can hand as
many in as they'd like. One of the faculty responsible for the whole
thing sort of keeps track of them.
If students get a lot of them in the negative side, they hear about
it. It becomes something a bit more important. It was added to our
policies and procedures. It's used at a lot of medical schools around
the country. It's particularly useful for outliers, because people's
behavior that lapses, you know. If they're late to conference, or late
to rounds, or late for patient visits, you know.
We rotate our students every month, so you may not notice it in
a month. But you say, "Gosh he was late," not a big deal, so I'm going
to fill out one of these things. You hand it in, and then at the end of the
year, you've got twelve or fifteen of them. Suddenly there is
something to talk about. So, they're useful.
The biggest problem with our faculty and resident evaluations is
that they tend to lack confidence. Our faculty don't believe that they
actually know what they're seeing. They say, well, you know, the
student is a really nice kid, she's got these little things, but I'm not
going to stop her from being a doctor. For God's sake, they paid all
this money, we've invested so much in them, I'm not really going to
say much about it. Besides, what I say about them is not really that
important. The next person down the road is not necessarily going to
agree with me on it.
That turns out to be wrong. Faculty actually do have a good sense.
This is internal medicine on the left side of the scale, obstetrics, and
gynecology ratings of the same student. These are entirely
independent ratings that have a very strong, highly positive correlation
with one another. We found that if we get at least eight people
evaluating, you're likely to get a very reliable estimate of even a
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global measure of professionalism. This is not quite as bad as is the
student professional or not, rate them on a scale of one to six or one
to nine, but it's almost as bad as that.
Another particularly useful thing that we would love to use, that
we don't use as much as we should, is peer evaluation. It turns out
that peers, as you know, know a heck of a lot more about each other
than anybody else. I mean, you work with these people, you live with
these people. In medicine, you sleep in the same call rooms. You're
living with them night and day, and you really learn a lot about them.
You learn more than any faculty member, particularly in medical
school and residency, you learn more than any faculty member will.
When I talk to groups of doctors about peer evaluation, I always say
think back to your medical school class. Usually what I get in the
room is this look of, you know, they're all thinking about that one
person, or two people, in their class that they all know. There's one
or two people in every single medical school class around the country
who is so unprofessional that you don't think they should be a doctor,
but they still graduated. We know those people. Peers know those
things.
The trick is getting peers to actually talk about it, because there is
some evidence that it's a very reliable and a very valid way of getting
information about students. The problems are getting them to be
either confidential, or getting the reports used responsibly and getting
our students to be committed to using them. The most common
response when I talk to students about peer evaluation is that it's not
my job to rat out my buddy. I'm a student. Then all of a sudden we
become physicians and we are suppose to be able to do that sort of
thing. Without any training in medical school or residency, it's
difficult for us to do as practitioners, and we're lousy at it, honestly.
We're quite lousy at it. It's a challenging world where physicians,
once a student is enrolled in medical school, we take them under our
arm and they're ours. Physicians, in general, are more interested in
helping people along the way than dismissing them and fulfilling our
societal responsibility to keep these people out of practice.
Patient satisfaction forms. You've probably filled these out.
They're good ways of measuring compassion, respect, communication
skills, and timeliness. This is probably easily translated to client
satisfaction forms, I think. Then finally, administrative data sets. This
is the latest thing I've been playing with. You can use it for getting at
compliance and attentiveness to detail and some system-wide
influences.
I'll tell you how I came to this. I was doing a study of predicting
professional behavior. Our students show up in the third or fourth
year of medical school-at which point it's very difficult to dismiss
them because we spent all this time and effort on them, and they spent
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all this money and they'd call their lawyers. We have to do a lot to get
them out by the time they reach the third year. Ideally, we'd find them
before they reached the third year of medical school, while they're still
doing basic sciences, and while we could still counsel them to be a
bench scientist somewhere instead of talking to people.
I took an entire class of students from Michigan and developed
two sets of outcomes. One was the composite of all the faculty
performance in their third year, the clinical year, and then identified
which students in that class had appeared before our academic review
board for professional behavior problems. It was about a dozen out of
a hundred and seventy. Some of them were very minor, some of them
were much more significant. Then looked at that entire medical
school class from the minute that they contacted the institution until
they reached their third year-anything prior to the third year of
medical school-and looked at everything we had. We have MCAT
scores, letters of recommendation, admission essays and tests from all
of their classes, standardized patient experiences, and all sorts of stuff.
We did a qualitative analysis of every single admissions essay. We
looked for codes and themes-people who said I've had a personal
experience with illness, or my father was a doctor, that sort of thing.
We coded all those things, and tried to find any correlations between
preference for primary care, or specialty, or anything that we could
think of to try and correlate with professional behavior. From the
admissions packet we found absolutely nothing, which reinforces my
opinion that the admissions committee does very little except predict
which students are going to do well on the exams, which is true, they
do a good job of that. There's a good correlation between MCAT
score, for example, and USMLE, another exam. So we know they're
going to be proficient, but the tests are not going to predict
professional behavior, or they're not currently predicting it.
However, there were two things I found in the first couple years
of medical school that were fascinating, and you could do these as
well in your law schools. We ask our students to rate the courses
when they're finished. We require it. Actually, there's no implication
if they don't fill out the forms. So some students do, some students
don't. It turns out that those who do fill out the course evaluation
forms are subsequently identified as more professional two years later
in caring for patients. In addition, we have a requirement that our
students have four immunizations on record in the dean's office, and
those who comply fully with that are more likely to be identified as
professional three years later. Now is that cumpulsivity? Is it
altruism? I mean, these things are altruistic, right? You're doing
them for the benefit of others around you. They could potentially be
altruistic. I'm not going to make that stretch, but it's clear that people
who are sort of following the rules are ending up being more
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professional in later years. Not that that's everything about
professionalism, again, it's not everything to follow the rules, but it's
maybe a component that we can get our hands on. Finally, there's a
self-assessment aspect that we recently identified. After students have
performed on these standardized patients, the patient sits there and
scores them on a rating form. We also give the student the same rating
form, mostly just to keep them busy while the patient is busy filling
out the form. We give them the same form, and we have them say how
they think they did. They fill out and bubble the circles, and then they
use that for discussion. We collected all that data. Some students'
ratings are very much like the patients' ratings. They are very
accurate assessing themselves. That's the minority. Most students
either under-assess themselves or over-assess their performance. It
turns out that the students who over-assess their performance end up
being identified as more unprofessional later on. People who under-
assess their performance-that is who the patient said you did great,
and they said, I'm sure you think I did great, but I'm not quite that
good-turned out to be identified as more professional later on.
Is that humility or arrogance? I don't know. But it's something.
It's some early indication that we might have some early predictors of
professionalism. So, we've talked about measuring professionalism
with written exams; simulations for communication skills; moral
reasoning; observations from faculty, peers, and patients; the use of
administrative data sets, whether that's attention to detail or accurate
self-assessment or whether you can start calling things like humility
and altruism, I'm not going to claim at this point.
But, to get back to the reason we're here. The reason that we're
doing this is that professionalism is a social contract. Society gives us
the right to practice, to have special privileges that others don't, and
allows us to enter a confidential part of their lives. In trade for that,
we as physicians have to uphold a set of professional behaviors.
That's an implicit contract, obviously, but what happens when we
don't uphold our end of it? What has actually happened in
medicine-it's happening more in medicine-that if we don't get our
act together in medicine, it's going to impact our lives even worse. I
don't see you guys as being there quite yet, but this is what happened
in medicine.
The federal government passed a law that created the National
Practitioner Data Bank, where they said, look, physicians are not
keeping track of who's good and who's not, so we're going to do it for
you. We're going to create a federal law that tracks all good and not-
so-good physicians, and we're going to put it in the National
Practitioner Data Bank. There were long arguments about how public
this would be. But in the end it's a requirement for practicing in any
hospital that you check the data base. It gets checked every six
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months on every physician that practices. The federal government has
taken over our professional responsibility for doing some of our own
self-regulation. We are hopefully doing a betterjob at monitoring our
own professionalism, so that we can avoid any further governmental
interference into what should be our own obligation to the profession.
Thank you.
EVANS: In New South Wales, I might have mentioned to some people
yesterday, that the present legal ombudsman has announced that he's
going to add to the online database of people who have disciplinary
charges proved against them. Also allegations of disciplinary charges,
whether proved or not, will be added to that online database in due
course. That's a sort of a negative practitioner database that's
emerging elsewhere. I'm not sure that I agree with inclusion of things
that are simply alleged and not proved, but that is the state of things
that are coming, so I would agree with David Stern in that respect. I'm
going to talk about a couple of examples of research, empirical
research into professionalism, that are occurring in Australia, and with
which I am involved.
The whole debate about professionalism in Australia has received
a lot of impetus in the last six months as a result of a very major case
involving a tobacco manufacturer. In this particular situation, one of
our six top national law finns decided to destroy documents,
according to the court, and prevent a woman who was dying from
cancer from suing British-American Tobacco. This particular case has
received so much attention, for those of you who want to look at the
citation, it's McCabe vs. British American Tobacco, (2002) V.S.C. 73,
which you'll get out of Lexis. It's an opportunity, I think, to be
prepared in advance, and see where these things are going.
The first piece of research was into values. Now, in Australia, the
term values is used, whereas professionalism is not. You understand
that those are sort of interchangeable terms as far as I'm concerned,
but that's a different usage here. Also, the term ethics in Australia is
used far more widely to determine the philosophical basis of law and
not just the rule-based approach. So that's another distinction you
should keep in mind if you're listening to me or my countrymen. Now,
the first research process into values involved seven hundred final-
year law students across twenty-six of our law schools in 2001. We
looked at them last year for the first time, we've looked at them again
this year, and we will look at them again next year. The purpose is to
see what happens to their values in their final year and, if any changes
are possible in their first and second year of legal practice, what those
changes are.
The methodology was to use eleven hypothetical scenarios, all of
which involve some moral choice. Now I say moral choice rather than
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rules-based choice. Here, we're not talking about what you would
define as ethics, we're talking about the underlying values systems
that are important in deciding how we do things where there is no
clear rule. That's deliberate because, in our experience, the rules of
practice change frequently, and it's better to have an indication of how
people will behave from the values-based, rather than from rules-
based, questions.
The scenarios were difficult ones, deliberately, and here's an
example: A first year practitioner is asked to look at a situation where
her superior in practice gives her a client bill and says to total up the
number of hours that have been expended on the file, and then round
up to the next hundred hours. In other words, not round up to the next
one hundred dollars, which wouldn't be too much, but to round up to
the next one hundred hours and then bill for that total amount. Now
that's the situation which can involve many extra thousands of dollars
per bill. In that particular scenario, 56% of the people who answered
the question said they would round up to the next one hundred hours.
Only 44% said no-that they didn't think that was proper. That's an
indication of the sort of moral ambiguity agenda that we're facing
there. These people felt they had to do what they did because of their
responsibilities to their employer, and because their first-year status
was insecure. Nevertheless, it was pretty clear that there were
significant choices being made there.
Taking the whole of those eleven scenarios, and looking at the
spread of answers for each respondent across those scenarios, and then
matching them to an extra tool used in sociology know as a [Rakeesh]
Standard Values Test, it's possible to determine what the values
profile of each individual really is as a result of that process. The pilot
process was trialed in 1998 with seven hundred graduates of my own
law school, and that's reported in the Australian Legal Education
Review in 2000,' for those of you who want to have a look at it. The
purpose is not just to see what the values profile of an individual is in
any one year, but to see what the changes are over the period of initial
years of practice. Now if it's true that initial exposure to practice has
an impact on the values of lawyers, then we should be able to tell that
by early 2004 in respect of this cadre anyway. If they don't, then one
could argue that law schools need to be doing a little bit more than
they are. If there is significant change as a result of practice then
maybe we've got some basis to saying to the bar in Victoria that more
needs to be done by the bar in terms of post-graduate education
around values.
7. (2001) 12 LER 1&2, 209-66.
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Just a couple of interim conclusions from that research. We
discovered pretty much in that first year that ethnicity is not a
significant factor in determining how values are chosen. Sometimes
socio-economic status is relevant. In some questions, if you come
from a higher income group, then you're going to answer some of the
values questions differently. But most significantly, what we
discovered in the first year is that gender is a crucial issue in deciding
values choice. On balance, female lawyers in our sample are far more
moral than male lawyers, and are far more interested in developing
morally defensible positions than male lawyers. Now, where that
feeds into professionalism assessment is this. It's one of the elements
that come into an assessment of professionalism.
This leads me into the second piece of research that I'm involved
with. As a result of that case I described involving British-American
Tobacco, and as a result of other cases involving misconduct
allegations against the head of our local bar which were prosecuted by
the independent regulator and resulted in severe fines and complete
loss of reputation, there has been a move in Victoria and certainly in
New South Wales towards co-regulation, as opposed to bar regulation.
The judges in our country don't take much role in the prosecution, or
investigation, or discipline of practitioners. It's left to the bar
associations traditionally. Now, there is a move towards a degree of
co-regulation with an independent body also prosecuting, if the bar
won't, or can't, or doesn't want to.
In that context, the assessment of professionalism is growing in
importance. The methodology I've adopted to look at our local
professional environment is first of all to start off with a small scoping
survey of about fifteen of our professional leaders-very much people
similar to yourselves, a mixture of judges, senior practitioners, heads
of law-related NGO's, that sort of operation. We've been looking at
them in that pilot survey, and getting them to define on a matrix what
they think locally, and I stress locally, are the important indicators of
professionalism. It seemed fairly important to me early on not to try
and make broad-scale statements about what a professional was or
wasn't. It didn't seem like there was anywhere enough agreement,
and I think that's common ground from this conference and from the
Savannah conference. It's necessary, however, to get some definition
in a local environment, and that was the purpose of this matrix-to
develop that sort of understanding of what professionalism is in
Victoria.
That stage of the research is being completed, and we've got
about six or seven indicators, locally relevant, that I think are valuable
for our purposes in measuring professionalism. The next stage, which
we'll start early next year, is to take a random sample of about thirty
to forty practitioners, drawn as much as possible from the one, two-
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man, woman, two or three-practitioner firms, not the larger firms,
because this is not as relevant an exercise for them. They're going on
to take their own quality assessment processes anyway. The smaller
firms can't afford it. So this is valuable for them and valuable for
their clients, arguably. Then taking a random sample of that group in
metropolitan Melbourne-about 70 to 75% of the population is in
Melbourne so we can talk about metropolitan Melbourne as being a
useful population from which we can draw our sample. Then we will
see if they agree or not with the views of the professional leaders as to
what the elements of professionalism are in our state. That's a key
stage, I suggest.
It's almost irrelevant to ask professional leaders what
professionalism means, if practitioners on the ground in small
environments think that's a lot of bull dust. So, if that stage is
successful in developing some consensus, then we can go to the final
stage.
In Victoria, we effectively have a two-stage admission process.
We have admission to basic practice, which occurs after you've
entered, or finished law school, and done either an apprenticeship year
or a post-training course. Then we have specialist admission, which
is five years later, as an optional basis. This specialist admission
process provides an opportunity, a window. Now that's just
accidentally good for this research process, because it provides an
opportunity for me to say to the Bar, assuming the research bears this
out, that in addition to measuring competence-which is all that is
measured in a technical sense at the stage of admission for specialist
accreditation-that we also measure professionalism, and we do it
with some of the techniques devised and described by Susan Case and
David Stem, but with specific reference to the six or seven indicators
that this research process will hopefully confirm is relevant for
Victoria.
Now it may not be that this political opportunity, if you like,
translates into every other jurisdiction. I'm not sure that specialist
admission is common to many other places, but it may be. Where it
is relevant, I suggest that this is a way to get this issue onto the agenda
without facing the political problem that would occur if you're trying
to say that professionalism must be measured as soon as someone
graduates from law school. Ideally, that's what should happen, but in
Victoria, my knowledge of the local environment tells me that that
would not be politically doable in the short term. Far better to be a bit
devious, if you like, and try it at the specialist accreditation level first,
with the idea of inserting a level of confidence or comfort into the
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The six indicators that at least the professional leaders seem to
think are reasonable are as follows: The first one is the requirement
for a zero disciplinary record for the previous five years. And that's,
I would have thought, not a particularly contentious one, but it's
certainly there. We're moving up the scale here in difficulty. Next, a
positive pro bono record. Third, minimum passes in the mandatory
continuing education requirements which already exist for competence
levels, but do not exist, interestingly, for knowledge of rules of
practice. Passes in those areas on a continuing basis. We have a
continuing education requirement that's to become mandatory, as I
think that's fairly common in the U.S. as well. Next, moving up the
line again, a positive client rating regarding communication skills and
accountability.
Now there is research in the U.S. going on in that, notably through
Clark Cunningham who might mention that in a minute. For
everyone's interest, if you're not aware of it, positive client rating
seems to me to be an obvious indicator of professionalism. The next
one is a positive rating by peers. I've stressed these are things that
professional leaders in Victoria think are reasonable as indicators of
professionalism. Positive rating by peers as to good standing. People
also seem to think that they want to see an indicator to measure the
ability of the lawyer to cope with conflict without losing her temper.
In other words, conflict is a serious issue, obviously, within the law.
That's what we're about. But how do we handle conflict? Do we
handle conflict with a cool head, or with sarcasm, with disingenuous
commentary, with all sorts of techniques, other than a straight-faced,
"yes, I agree to disagree" approach? So, professional leaders have
some interest in seeing that measured. And that was a pleasing
surprise in one way.
There also is the need to have a positive indicator for integrity of
some sort. To do that, preferably, as a values assessment process. And
the values research that I just described that is ongoing will feed in
that level.
The whole purpose of these two research agendas is to affect a
number of things. To look at inclusion within legal education of a
values assessment process or a values awareness process at an
undergraduate level. I'm not suggesting that we're capable in law
school or anywhere else of changing predetermined values. But in
some situations, it seems as a result of my experience as a clinical
teacher and also as a teacher within law school, that people are not as
aware of their values as they should be. In fact, the ability to make
values choices that we might describe as good seems to improve when
they're more aware of their own values bias. At least they can choose,
perhaps, to do something that their values bias would not
automatically lean them towards.
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Second, usage is for regulation. I'm involved in the regulatory
environment in Victoria as well in a number of capacities, and the big
issue we have is recidivism with practitioners who are disciplined and
who are coming back into practice. Most are disciplined and are
returning to practice either immediately after payment of a fine, or
within a period of a year or two after suspension of their practicing
certificate. We have concerns that these practitioners may or may not
have learned the right things as the result of their penalty. So it seems
to me reasonable to suggest, over time, that this process of values
assessment or values monitoring or professionalism, however we want
to describe it, should include a testing process for the sorts of
indicators that I've just described for those practitioners, as a
condition of their reacquiring their right to practice, is also not
unreasonable. Now, that is not something that I have attempted to test
with my peers in Victoria, so I don't know if they will agree with me
on that, but it seems to me that's a reasonable extension over time
from this methodology.
Thank you very much.
QUESTION & ANSWER SESSION
STUCKEY: We didn't feel there was much need to spend a lot of time
talking about developing a global agenda when we don't yet have a
national agenda, but we thought we'd put some ideas out just to help
understand that these issues are not local, they're not national, in fact
many of them are international. Neil, do you want to go first?
GOLD: Sure. How many of you know Oliver Goldsmith's Elegy on
the Death of a Mad Dog? Well, it goes something like this:
Good people all, of every sort,
Give ear unto my song;
And if you find it wondrous short,
It cannot hold you long.
It's actually a wonderful poem, and it's about a man who bites a
dog and the dog dies. Developing an international agenda for
professionalism and enhancing professionalism; why would we do it
when we're quite uncertain, as Roy said, about our own approach to
this. Well, I think the answer is that we can learn a tremendous
amount from others. It's not just that we have something to offer
them, but that they can help us, and there are two ways in which that's
possible. We're constantly seeking solutions to problems of
professionalism, and we're operating within a relatively insular
context of our own experience. When we go outside and look at what
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others are doing, we find new ideas; we find new approaches. I've
been privileged to have traveled to Africa, Asia, Europe, South
America, this country, and all of North America to work in
professional settings. What I've discovered is that there are a myriad
of ways of accomplishing similar goals.
When we travel-and I think all of us who've been tourists know
this-we learn more about ourselves by comparing and contrasting
than we do about self-reflection in the absence of that experience. So
an international agenda is not simply about people like me traveling
the globe and gaining great opportunities for personal use, but it's also
about bringing back that experience and that understanding and
finding some solutions. I've noticed in the course of discussions here
today that many of the suggestions that we've heard, even from other
jurisdictions on this continent, begin to open up possibilities that
weren't there before.
Now the world thinks it knows quite a lot about American
professionalism. There's no place on the globe that you can go and not
watch The Practice.' What's portrayed there may or may not be an
exaggeration of the real world of legal practice of trial lawyers in this
country, but it does tend to expose some of the underlying currents
and themes and trends and begin to make us think. It does, in Canada,
make me think, as I look at an American courtroom in reality or as
portrayed in the movies or on television, and wonder what it is about
us that makes us different, that makes us preferable, or not.
So the issues of lawyering I think are international. I think the
concerns of effective and professional lawyering are international, yet
the ways in which those problems are conceived and addressed are
very different from place to place.
I'd like to try to make a distinction for us that has been made in
some ways already, and that is difference between profession
development and professional development. By that I mean the
development of the institution that is the legal profession, and the
development of the practitioners who work within it. This is very
important, because there needs, I think, to'be a clear understanding of
how we might organize ourselves to promote professionalism. What
are the indicia of an organizational structure? What are the cultural
elements, the mores, the ways of behaving, the ways of operating, the
ways of organizing that tell us we are likely to have a profession
within which there will be members who are truly professional in the
sense in which we've begun to discuss it here?
If you look around the world, you'll discover that the regulation
of the legal profession is not the same as it is in this country. It's not
8. The Practice (ABC television broadcast).
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the same in every jurisdiction of this country, and it's certainly not the
same in every country of this continent. Who regulates the legal
profession? In this country, the courts play a very active role. In
Canada, the courts play not much of a role at all, really. We separate
the operations of the legal profession from court superintendents of
professional conduct. It's not to say that courts can't become involved
at some stage of the process. They do. They can. But they are not the
fundamental vehicle through which everything is done.
On the other hand, lawyer misconduct which occurs within a
courtroom is, of course, in the hands of the courts. I'm not convinced,
personally, that the strong action by courts is the only way. I think
courts need to act strongly but professional bodies need to as well.
Where I live, the Law Society of Upper Canada, the law society which
governs the legal profession in Ontario, is separate from a group called
the Ontario Bar Association, which is the lobby group for lawyers. In
many jurisdictions, the professional regulating authority is the very
same body that is determined to protect the interests of lawyers. That
can be a problem. So in England and Wales, for example, the
regulatory authority has been split off from the law society, sent away
from London to another center entirely, and made independent from
the operation of the legal profession. Yet, it is self-governing in the
sense that the legal profession creates that body and superintends it,
albeit from a different perspective from the law society itself.
So what combination of regulators, and how can that combination
be effective, is one of the questions that might be asked, that might be
searched out, and we might learn something from understanding how
other professions regulate themselves.
In Argentina, for example, there doesn't seem to be much
regulation at all, neither by the courts nor by the profession. Indeed
a graduate from a university in Argentina gets a degree called
"lawyer," abogado en espahol, and that's it. You present your
certificate to a local bar association and you're admitted to practice.
What you don't know probably about Argentina is that nobody goes
to those lawyers. There's a self-regulating marketplace that
understands that people who are called "lawyers" are not necessarily
people from whom to seek legal advice. There is a marketplace that
tends to regulate the access to the legal profession.
If we look around us, we see certainly in this group, people who
have dedicated their lives to the "professionalization" of their
profession. Yet if you go to some other countries, you'll find that there
are no such people. Yes, the legal profession in the United States is
probably the world's largest: we heard yesterday 1,027,000 lawyers.
Quite a lot of lawyers. Quite a lot of bar leaders necessary to regulate
that kind of body. Quite a lot of bar organizations that develops. And
the number of bar organizations seems to me to be actually a problem
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rather than a help, because everyone in all the various different bodies
are vying for some sort of impact and opportunity. Yet in countries
where there's no organization whatsoever, you can hardly consider
that to be better. In some there are middle grounds that can be
extremely useful.
The legal profession in England and Wales, particularly the bar,
which is separate from the solicitor's branch of the profession, takes
great pride in its independence. Its independence is twofold:
Independence from government and the regulation of government
authorities, because to be free of government authorities is to make it
possible to challenge them openly, to contest their positions, to
question law reform, and to undertake separate analyses of what may
be offered from time to time. But there's another kind of independence
that is even more startling, I think. That is that the barrister is
independent of the client. This independence from the client preserves
the barrister as a primary servant of justice and the operation of the
legal system. This would be quite startling, I think, to most American
lawyers, to imagine that the barrister does not even have a lay client.
The barrister is retained by a solicitor, another lawyer, who provides
all the instructions, and the barrister is separate from that solicitor and
not bound to follow along the line of reasoning that the solicitor
offers, although of course is obliged to follow instructions to best
represent the client to the fullest extent possible.
So the barrister's branch of the legal profession stands for
independence from government, independence from client self-
interest, and dependence on a role which promotes and preserves
justice for all and to the fullest extent possible.
Do we have a leadership in the profession around the world that
is seriously minded about advancing altruistic interests and not the
self-interest of the profession? How would we organize such an
organization? What would typify it and how would we learn from that
kind of organization to redevelop ours, to reconceive ours? I realize
that the reconceiving of our organizations will be very difficult, given
their size, their history, and their orientation. Do we have a profession
that genuinely cares about justice, about access to justice? I mean as
a profession, not just the individual members. Does it espouse and
support the interests ofjustice and accessibility to it? Do they provide,
for example, mandatory insurance coverage, which I realize is still
controversial in forty-nine out of fifty states? Do they provide
compensation for claims against lawyers who have defrauded their
clients? We provide that in all Canadian jurisdictions, and it is
mandatory that every lawyer pay into a scheme that ensures that if
clients suffer defalcations, they will be reimbursed to the fullest extent
possible. Is there a system in every jurisdiction that sets standards,
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monitors them, and enforces them? Is there a culture of respectable
professional conduct?
If you ever walk into a courtroom in the United Kingdom or in
Canada, you'll see something that looks a lot different from what I've
seen when I've been in American courtrooms, or most American
courtrooms, and from what we see, certainly, on television. The
Canadian lawyer, for good or ill, is bound to stand at the podium and
not move around. Now you might say, "How can you make your case
to the jury from that fixed position?" Does this make a difference? Do
these cultural norms about the behavior of lawyers in particular
contexts? Does that help us understand better how we might gain
respect for the legal system and gain respect for the process in which
they're involved?
We have a concept in most Canadianjurisdictions called "conduct
unbecoming a lawyer," as distinguished -from professional
misconduct. So we are concerned about what lawyers do outside their
professional practice that might impinge on their respectability or their
viability as legal professionals. So the things they do outside their
practices that are problematic, whether they're criminal or civil faults,
are things that can be taken into account in certain circumstances to
judge the lawyer as inappropriate for continuing practice. Perhaps you
have in this country some parallel, if you will, of this.
I noticed-as we all did-the various C's that were being
expressed about what it means to be a professional: competence,
character, commitment .... Unfortunately, if you travel the world,
you'll find that there are different C's: corruption, collusion, and
condoning. I don't say this to be funny. I say this to suggest that there
are some very significant and deep-rooted problems which I hope
we've gone beyond. Yet how legal professions in those countries
where corruption and collusion, especially in the trial process but
sometimes in ordinary business transactions. How those are managed
may provide us with some answers for what I hope are not such severe
problems here. Throughout South America and Africa, corruption is
at the top of the agenda. If we talk about dishonesty as being a
fundamental concern, imagine what it's like to live in an environment
where corruption is the keynote of legal practice. So maybe we're not
so badly off as we thought we were.
Education: This has been a theme. I remember one of the groups
that reported yesterday said, "Education, education, education."
Education for a variety of purposes. If we look at legal education
around the world, you'll find some startling things. The American
model is one, and we've adopted it in Canada. But if you look for
example at the United Kingdom, especially England and Wales, you'll
find out that you can practice without a law degree, and you can
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practice without a significant period, a long period, of apprenticeship.
Well how do they do this?
Well, the most senior members of the English bar are proud to say
they read philosophy, history, or political science when they were in
university. They also took something called the Common Professional
Examination, which is roughly similar to the first year of American
law school-most of the main topics that you would find there. Then
they enter a period of apprenticeship which is supported by a bar
vocational course in which the nitty-gritty of commercial law and real
estate and so on are taught and learned, hopefully. This is where
lawyering skills are first imparted prior to entering into what's called
"pupilage" in the case of the bar, or "trainee contracts" in the case of
solicitors.
In England and Wales, to continue the solicitor's branch of the
profession-you might think of them as office lawyers, though they
have a limited right of audience in the courts-actually spend this in
either a law degree or the Common Professional Examination, then
two years in trainee contracts under supervision. During this period,
they must undertake a very lengthy and demanding law preparation
course. Then-and this is, I think, the most surprising point-they
have three years during which they are not able to practice on their
own account. They must practice in conjunction with someone who is
an experienced practitioner. The safety net in that situation seems to
be enormous, overblown, and perhaps creates barriers to entry to the
profession because of the lengthy period during which one is
subjected to being a student of someone or another.
If we look at educational regimes around the world-and they are
myriad-we will learn from them things that we do not understand
about ourselves, and that we cannot do effectively for ourselves.
It's very common for the profession to say the law schools are
failing-and it may well be that the law schools are failing. But the
law schools are doing what they can in some instances, and in others
they're doing what they think they should be doing. After all, a
university is a place of deep, intellectual inquiry, of critical
questioning, and of the advancement of knowledge. It is not
necessarily about the implementation of particular practical skills. If
we look at the way in which university professors are provided credit,
they are part of a university system that prizes research, that values
publication, and that is concerned with deepening and broadening
understanding.
So you see, we're at odds with one another. Yet the profession in
most countries, including my own, is not willing itself to invest its
time in the supervision of students in many instances, through
payments and ex gratia delivery of their own services as instructors.
So it's surprising to Canadians to learn that our bridge the gap courses
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are of one, two, or even three days duration, when we in Ontario until
recently had six months, and where in Australia in some jurisdictions
it's about a year.
Why are all these differences present? Because professions have
taken differently their commitments to providing an educational base,
and have taken differently how they will fund it, through their own
donation of personal services or through the exaction of what amount
to taxes on the annual bar fee. So, we see various approaches to
supporting education. But when the legal profession in our country,
and in yours, gave up the preparation of lawyers to the universities, it
gave up a certain amount of control, and also passed along the total
responsibility in many instances, perhaps unfairly.
I thought it might be interesting while I am at this point to ask the
question, "What could we do to learn from others, to help them, and
to help ourselves?" I believe a great deal. While we may feel that the
internationalization of the agenda for enhancing lawyer accountability
might be frivolous or not the best expenditure of our time, I would like
to offer the contrary view. Every time I come to visit you, and I do
that as often as I can-and I live on the border with the United States
at Windsor, Detroit, so I'm in this country every week, sometimes
many days-I learn something about my own country and my own
country's moral, cultural, and professional orientation. I hope that
you'll cross some borders to do the same.
STUCKEY: Mark Ellis is in the process of preparing a paper that will
be published in the Law Review in conjunction with the proceedings
of this conference next Spring. I wanted to summarize the main points
in Mark's paper because he couldn't be here and he asked me to do it.
His principle idea is to try to develop an internationally accepted code
of ethics. He finds it both appealing and challenging. Whether such an
effort would be manifested in an internationally accepted code of
ethics or reflected in general standards that are voluntarily adopted by
practicing lawyers, the opportunity to draft such a global
accountability standard is ripe.
Ellis says there are already common areas of ethical conduct that
are fundamental to the legal professions around the world, regardless
of the jurisdiction. These common elements could form a structure
that enhances lawyers' accountability as members of a global
profession. One attempt to reach this goal will be within the
International Bar Association. The International Bar Association's
Code of Conduct for lawyers, first promulgated in 1956 and revised
in 1988, will soon be subject for a major rewrite. It is hoped that this
exercise may be the catalyst for many lawyers in all jurisdictions to
recognize the fundamental importance of enhancing accountability in
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the legal profession by accepting and adhering to a common code of
ethics.
Ellis intends to have the International Bar Association move
forward with trying to develop a code of ethics that could be
commonly accepted around the world. In preparing this paper, he
went through and reviewed the codes of ethics in a variety of
jurisdictions around the world-not a comprehensive review, but a
fairly good sampling. And he came up with a list of common
denominators and also some things that were not so common. I'lljust
read you the list.
Those things that he found common to all codes of ethics included
independence of the profession, a duty to represent clients diligently,
confidentiality, issues of conflict of interest, due respect for the courts,
and a duty to treat colleagues with courtesy and fairness. These he
found in almost all codes of ethics.
He found in not so many a duty to keep clients reasonably
informed about the status of their cases and to respond to clients'
requests for information. He found that surprising and believe this
duty belongs in all codes of ethics.
He also said that one area of professional ethics that was not
common, and listen up you PRI folks, deals with trust and personal
integrity. Only the IBA's Code of Ethics and the EU's Code of
Conduct deal with the issue of trust, which in turn can only exist if the
lawyer's personal honor, honesty, and integrity are beyond doubt.
For the EU and the IBA, the virtue of integrity, both in practice and in
private life, is a professional obligation. This includes abstaining from
any behavior that could discredit the profession, and Ellis believes that
this should be a part of any code of ethics as well.
Finally, Ellis notes that provisions requiring lawyers to account in
good faith for the time spent working on a case and to maintain
records can be found only in the recent International Code and the Bar
Council Code. So the ideas of accountability for time, accountability
to clients, responsiveness to clients and honesty and integrity are
elements that should be in codes of ethics that are not currently
reflected in all codes of ethics. Ellis hopes that the International Bar
Association will go forward and develop a code that includes all of
these elements. I'm sure that we'll be hearing about that in the future.
Thank you:
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